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Samuelson (1974) begins his classic work by quoting 
Moore's principle of generalization by abstraction which 
states: 
The existence of analogies between central features 
of various theories implies the existence of a 
general theory which underlies the particular 
theories and unifies them with respect to those 
central features (p.3). 
Accepting this proposition, the similarities in many of the 
theoretical explanations of regional growth imply the 
existence of a gene!"al theory. Although this study is not so 
bold as to suggest it represents the general theory of 
regional growth, the particular version of the cumulative 
causation model of regional growth developed and analyzed in 
this study synthesizes the chief regional growth theories. 
This unification r·epresen ts a step towards a r11ore general 
theory of regional growth. 
The cumulative causation thesis questions the appropri-
a teness of the concept of a stable equi J ibrium in the study 
of a dym-.rnic social systeu. Instead, the appropriate view 
is one of a social system making quantum jumps froiti one 
l 
state of economic activity to another. The originator of 
the cumulative causation thesis, G. Myrdal (1957), states: 
The system is not moving toward any sort of 
balance between forces but is constantly on the 
move away from such a situation. In the normal 
case, a change does not call forth countervailing 
changes, but instead, supporting changes, which 
move the system in the same direction as the 
first change but much further. Because of such 
circular causation a social process tends to 
become cumulative and gathers speed at an accel-
erating rate (p. 13). 
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If there are forces which cause supportive change instead of 
countervailing change, the social system may be inherently 
unstable because exogenous change induces endogenous change, 
perhaps starting a process of cumulative change. 
Statement of Problem 
To be a valid, the cumulative causation thesis must be 
able to explain the historical patterns of regional growth. 
In particular, the thesis must explain the historical pat-
terns in the growth of regional per capita income and 
returns to factors of production. For the United States the 
actual record of these growth rates has been mixed. 
Easterlin (1961) found that with the exceptions of the 
1840-1850 and 1920-1940 pe~iods, regional per capita income 
showed a marked tendency to converge to the national average 
during the 1840-1950 period. This finding supports Perloff's 
(1957) earlier study, but Perloff also found that the rate 
of convergence dld not occur a;:; r-apiG1~r in l:csions \.Jith per 
capita~income below the national average. Barts (1960) also 
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investigated the historical growth patterns in wages, 
capital, and employment for a later period, 1919-1953. He 
found divergent growth rates in wages for the 1919-192 9 and 
1948-1953 periods while they converged in the 1929-1948 
period. Recently, Jackson (1982) reported a continued con-
vergent trend in per capita income and wages due to dif-
ferences in the growth rates of employment, income, and 
population across regions for the 1960-1980 period. Thus, 
the evidence does not give strong support to theories of 
regional growth that emphasize either convergence or 
divergence of real per capita income and returns to factors 
of production across regions. 
While there have been periods which show a marked con-
vergence, the evidence also suggest that the process has not 
been continuous or steady. There have been periods when the 
rate of convergence in per capita income and returns to fac-
tors of production have varied across regions as well as 
actually diverging. These various patterns of regional 
ac ti vi ty make one wonder if the ~eg ional grov1th process is 
equilibrating in the sense of achieving equality in regional 
per capita income and returns to homogenous factors of 
production. As Easterlin (1958) concludes: 
••• its by no means certain that convergence of 
regional income levels is an inevitable outcome 
of the process of development. For while 
migration and trade do appear to exert significant 
pressure towards convergenc~, they operate within 
such a chanJlng environment that dynamic factors 
ffi~j( lJ(ISSiu 1y (Ji: fs~::: t ti1t.:: i r 1r1l ~~uerLCf!. ~.~;rlt:: 1:-~ay 
ag:r;ee, of course, that migration and trdde may 
become progressively more important during 
growth, as a result, for example, of improvements 
in transportation, and hence that the pressures 
towards convergence will tend incre::tsingly to 
predominate. But whether this is generally 
the case cannot be settled on a priori grounds 
(p. 325). 
With regard to urban and regional growth, curnula ti ve 
change could explain the differences in these growth rates. 
Growth requires an economy to solve simultaneously a large 
number of allocation and distribution problems concerning 
the flow of resources so that external and internal demands 
for goods and services are satisfied. When the economy 
solves these problems, additional allocation and distribu-
tion problems are created; when these problems are solved 
with greater efficiency, cumulative growth may occur. The 
process of growth or the increasing level of economic 
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activity may become endogenous depending on current and past 
levels of economic growth. Once such a process starts, this 
endogenous dependence may result in a cumulative growth pro-
cess and a continuing variation of growth rates across 
regions.· 
Pur~ose of Study 
An express purpose of Samuelson's study was to attempt 
"to show that there exist meaningful theorems in the diverse 
fields of economic affairs" (Samuelson, 1974, p. 5). To 
Samuelson (1974), a meaningful theorem is: 
a .s le hy::_;otbes is about empi r1ca 1 data 
which could conceivably be refuted, if only under 
ideal conditions. A meaningful theorem may be 
false. It may be valid but of trivial importance 
(p.4). 
A purpose of this study is to determine whether the cumu-
lative causation thesis can generate meaningful theorems of 
regional and urban growth. In particular, it seeks to 
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ascertain whether the source of the variations in the growth 
rates of output and employment across a sample of urban and 
regional economies can be attributed to the process of cumu-
lative change. The theoretical content of the study concen-
tra tes on formularizing the thesis into a dynamic model of 
growth and investigating the dynamic properties of the 
model. In the empir·ical part of the study, the validity of 
the cumulative causation thesis is tested by analyzing its 
ability to explain the economic growth of emp~oyrnent using 
time-series data from a sample of urban and regional 
economies. 
The study proceeds in the following i1lanner. Chapter II 
surveys the literature on urban and regional growth theories 
and shows that a cumulative causation model can synthesize 
many of the chief theories. Chapter III formulizes the 
thesis, investigates comparative static properties of the 
model as well as its dynamic properties, and develops 
testable hypotheses. Chapter IV undertakes the empirical 
analysis using California, Michigan, Missouri, Oklahoma, and 
Texas as the regional econ?8ies and Detroit, Kansas City, 
Houston, Joplin, anc Sprinc1::ield as ur·bun econo;des. 
Chapter V summarizes and concludes the study. 
CHAPTER II 
SURVEY OF THE LI'l'ERATURE 
Introduction 
What are the various explanations for differences in 
the growth rates of spatial economic activity? Why are 
there some periods that have a convergent pattern and other 
periods that have a divergent pattern in the growth of 
returns to homogeneous factors of production and of per 
capita income? 'I'hese questions are different aspects of a 
br(.)ader area of inquiry that focuses on whether regional and 
urban growth is an equilibrating or a disequilibra ting 
process. These topics have fascinated many researchers. As 
a result, an extensive body of lite-rature exists. Three 
distinct economic models offer explanations for the 
variations in spatial economic activity. The first model is 
the export-base theory that emphasizes exports and export-
related employment as the primary determinant of growth 
(North, 1955; Stabler, 1968). It is a demand side theory of 
growth, since it relies upon interregional variations in 
export demand to explain the differences in regional and 
urban economic activity. The second model is based on 
supply side theories that araw upon propositions from a 
neoclassical theory of production and distribution to 
6 
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explain the variations in economic activity (Richardson, 
1972; Borts and Stein, 1962, 1964). These theories con-
centrate on factor supplies, interregional factor flows, and 
agglomeration economies. The third model is derived from 
grol~th pole theory. It centers on differences in industrial 
mix across regions plus intraregional and interregional 
linkages to explain the growth process (Hansen, 1967). A 
number. of hybrid models have synthesized some of the dif-
ferent aspects of these various approaches (Muth, 1968; 
Guccione and Gillen, 1980; Ghali, Akiyama, and Fujiwara, 
1981). 
Regional and urban models based upon the cumulative 
causation thesis also synthesize various elements of the 
·alternative approaches (Kaldor, 1970; Dixon and Thirlwall 
1975). These mociels are distinguished by an endogenous 
gro~,rth process where varia dons in the growth economic ac-
tivity naturally occur due to forces internal to the economy 
that are embodied in the growth process itself. 
This chapter surveys regional and urban economic growth 
theories and supporting evidence. The focus of the survey 
is on competing hypotheses that offer alternative explana-
tions for the variations in the rates of economic activity 
across regional economies.! This examination bears fruit 
!Henceforth, the use of the terms regional, regional 
economy, and rec_,~ional growth \vill be used in the inclusive 
sense so that it will refer to the corresponding urban 
ac ti vi ty. 
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when it becomes time to examine the explanatory power of the 
cumulative causation thesis, since these alternative expla-
nations must also be studied in order to come to grips with 
the divergent and convergent patterns of regional growth. 
Export-Base Theory 
Export-base theory emphasizes the role of exports or 
the income derived from exports as the primary determinant 
of economic activity (Richardson, 1972). According to North 
(1955): 
The importance of the export base is a result of 
its primary role in 6etermining the level of abso-
lute and per capita income in a region, and there-
fore in determining the amount of residentary, 
secondary, ana tertiary activity that will 
develop (p. 47). 
Export-base theory dichotomizes the economy into basic 
and nonbasic sectors. The exogenous basic (export) sector 
leads and determines the overall performance of the economy, 
while the nonbasic sector responds to the activity in the 
basic sector. The export-base model can be formulated as 
where 
E· ~ 
Ei total em~loyment in region i, 
EB basic err.ployment, 
ENB: nonbas ic er.ploy~-tent. 
By postnlating a stable relationship between employment in 
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the basic and nonbasic sectors, an employment multiplier, 
the ratio of the change in total employment to the change in 
basic employment, can be derived for this simple model. The 
base multiplier, k, is given as 
but 
k = dEi 
dEB 
dEB = dEi - dENB, 
so that 
k = dEi = 
dEB 
dEi ------= 
dEi - dENB 
1 
1 - dENB 
dE· 1 
If the employment multiplier is assumed to be stable, it can 
be used to predict the effects of an exogenous change in 
basic employment. However, its predictive powers and, thus, 
its ability to explain the regional ~rowth process are 
questionable on theoretical grounds. 
A fundamental criticism of export-base theory concerns 
its validity as an exclusive theory of regional growth. 
Non-export-led growth is a distinct possibility. Growth can 
occur through increases in local expenditures that are unre-
lated to the growth in the basic sector. Intrabasic 
employment shifts due to wage differentials can cause the 
growth of income, and therefore, economic activity. Labor-
saving technical progess can also lead to rising levels of 
economic 21c ti vi ty relative to the level of ernploymen t. As 
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Meyer {1963, p. 37) has observed "it is quite obvious, 
moreover, that an economy can exist without exports and grow 
without the growth of exports, as must be true for the world 
economy taken together." 
Hartman and Seckler (1967) have used a Keynesian growth 
model to analyze the dynamic properties of the export-base 
model. They concluded that the economic-base approach to 
regional growth may be in error when non-export-led growth 
is possible. 
Williamson (1975) reviews a number of studies that ana-
lyze the causal relationship postulated by export-base 
theory. These studies have had mixed results and do not 
conclusively prove the existence of the causal relationship 
postulated by export-base theory. Williamson does point 
out, however, that the studies reveal the existence of a 
statistical correlation between basic activity and total 
economic activity, implying some empirical validity. 
Even if the causality postulated by export-base theory 
is accepted, its predictive powers are questionable since 
no a priori grounds exist to assume a constant relationship 
between basic and nonbasic activities. Consequently, the 
predictive powers of the theory have been a subject of 
controversy. The issue centers on a debate initiated by 
North {1955, 1956) who maintained that the theory provides a 
long-run explanation of economic growth, and the rebuttal by 
Tiebout (1956a, 1956b) who·maintained that it represents a 
shol-t- run explanation of economic fluctuation. E1apirically, 
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this issue is related to the appropriate lag structure be-
tween autonomous changes in basic activity and its impact on 
nonbasic activity. The empirical research on this subject 
has been contradictory. 
Sasaki (1963) regressed total employment on export 
employment and found a significant relationship for unlagged 
variables but not lagged variables in a study of Hawaii. 
Sasaki concluded that adjustments were quite rapid with the 
full impact realized in approximately one year. Moody and 
Puffer (1970), in their study of the employment multiplier 
of San Diego, California, concluded that the full impact 
will not be felt for decades. McNulty (1977) analyzed a 
cross-sectional sample of 41 Standard Metropolitan 
Statistical Areas (SMSA's) and concluded that the long-run 
interpretation but not the short-run explanation 
fits the facts very well. Gerking and Isserman (1981) main-
tained that McNulty misinterpreted his results and that they 
do not support the long-run view. In addition, they argued 
that the source of the contrary observations between these 
studies has been the methods of defining basic and nonbasic 
sectors and present evidence supporting the short-run 
interpretation. 
Isserman (1980) analyzed such methods of estimating 
export-related employment as using the location quotient 
appro~ch, the minimum requirements approach, assignment 
method, and econometrics. ·His main conclus1on was that each 
was probl"":::;aa tic and has conceptual flaws. However, he 
sugyested on empirical and theoretical grounds that the 
location quotient method yields employment estimates that 
are biased downward. The location quotient (LQ) used in 
this study is given by 
ei 
~ __ , LQ = 
Eni 
where 
ei: regional employment in the ith industry, 
Eni: national employment in the ith industry, 
Ei: total regional employment, 
En: total national employment. 
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The LQ measures the concentration of employment in the 
region's ith industry relative to national employment in the 
ith industry. M1en its value exceeds unity, the region is 
relatively concentrated in the ith industry. If the number 
of workers that cause the LQ to exceed unity are assumed to 
be engaged in export activity, then it can be used to 
calculate. export employment. 'Thus, for the i th industry 
x· = ( ( LQ - 1)/LQ)ei ( LQ> 0) , 1 
= (1 - 1/LQ)ei, 
(,-
e· 1 
E· 1 = ei, 
Eni 
\ l::n 
X. = (ei - E.'ni~E. 
l. - -- l.' 
Ei En 
where xi represents export employment in the ith industry. 
This method of estimation assumes that labor productivity 
and consumption expenditures should be the same 
geographically. This enables (ei/eT) to approximate the 
region's share of total national output, and (Ei/ET) to 
approximate the region's share of national consumption. 
Thus, their differences approximate the region's contribu-
tion to national production over and above local 
consumption if it is assumed that all local consumption 
·comes from local production and that all national consump-
tion comes from national production. By assuming the 
absence of imports, the location quotient estimates net 
exports rather than gross exports; thus, it results in the 
underestimate of export-related employment. 
Factor-Price Adjustment in Export-Led 
Growth and Decline 
13 
According to export-base theory, differences in spa-
tial economic activity resuli from interregional variations 
in exports and export demand. Can this explanation also 
account for interregional differences in the real returns to 
factors of production? Since export-base models maintain 
that increases in the volume of exports determine the rate 
of regional gr-ov;th, they ir;:plicitly assurrtr~ the availability 
of resources for the ·expansion of the economy and, thus, are 
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either less than full employment models of growth or they 
rely upon extensive factor mobility. Any prolonged export-
led growth will encounter the full employment constraint 
retarding further growth unless the reg ion imports resources 
from other regions. To acquire the use of these resources, 
unemployment must exist in other regions of the nation or 
real returns must be increasing relatively. 'l'he influx of 
imported resources will likely turn the initial export-led 
surplus in the current account of the reg ion 1 s balance of 
payments into a deficit (Barts, 1960; Whitman, 1967). 
In both Bort's and hhitman's analyses, the basic sector 
produces capital-intensive goods and the nonbasic sector 
produces labor-intensive goods. Both sectors have constant 
returns to scale production functions that are identical 
Rcross regions. Under these assumptions; an increase in the 
volume of exports has the dual impact of generating an 
income boom and causing a relative increase in the marginal 
efficiency of investment (MEl) within the region. The 
increase in the MEl induces an inflow of capital which 
increases the production cap3.city of the economy enabling it 
to circumvent the full employment constraint. In addition, 
if the accumulation of capital raises the reg ion's capital-
labor ratio, the marginal product of labor will increase 
leading to higher real wages and the immigration of labor. 
Depending on the immigrant 1 s propensities for imported 
goods, the vol Ultle of imports in to the re<:J ion will have an 
additional increase over and above the initial increase due 
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to the income boom. The net impact of the inflows of 
resources turns the initial surplus in the region 1 s current 
accounts into a deficit. Whitman {1967, p. 6) has termed 
this process as one of "prosperity-cum-deficit." 
A number of conditions must be satisfied in order to 
achieve prosperity-cum-deficit. An acceleration type link 
between exports and real investment expenditures or an 
increase in the pr1ce of export goods is necessary to have 
an increase in the MEl (Whitman, 1967). For the immigration 
of labor, the real wage must increase relative to other 
regions, which requires that the price of the labor-
intensive goods increases relative to the capital..,intensive 
goods (Borts, 1960). Export-led decline· essentially rever-
ses the above conditions. An exogenous decline in exports 
leads to declines in regional income and real factor returns 
by a "recession-cum-surplus process 11 {Whitman, 1967, p. 6). 
When export-led growth via prosperity-cum-deficit process or 
decline via a recession-cum-surplus occurs in different 
regions simultaneously, resources will flow from the 
declining region to the expanding region, resulting in 
diverging growth rates in economic activity across the 
regions. 
The Crowding-Out Hypothesis and 
Export-Led Growth 
Regional export-led gtowth via a prosperity-cum-deficit 
process requires an inflow of resources to sustain the 
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growth process. If export-led growth does not result in 
capital inflows financed by a current account deficit, the 
full employment constraint will prevent overall expansion by 
the economy. 2 When this occurs, continued growth in the 
basic sector will be at the expense of growth in the non-
basic sector since resources will be flowing from the latter 
to the former. In particular, the intersector reallocation 
of labor will mean that the employment growth in the basic 
sector will be crowding-out nonbasic employment. Thus, one 
way to test the validity of export-led growth is to test for 
the absence of crowding-out of nonbasic employment. 
Czamanski (1965) has developed a variant of the export-
base model which Luttrell and Gray (1970) and Moriarty 
(1976) have utilized to test the crowding-out hypothesis. 
In this approach industries are classified according to 
their locational factors as geographically-oriented, 
complementary, and urban-oriented industries. 
Geographically-oriented industries are those whose loca-
tional factors are geographic and conditioned by the 
environm~nt.3 Complementary-industries' main locational 
factors are "the presence of other industries" (Czamanski, 
1965, p. 184). Urban-oriented industries• main locational 
2This assumes that the determinants of the full 
employment constraint are constant. 
3Geoyr~phically-orien~ed industries include extractive 
industries <lnd raw a;aterials oriented industries. 
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factor is "the existence of the city" (Czamanski, 1965, p. 
183) • 4 
Using this industrial classification scheme, 
Czamanski's (1965) model of urban population growth has the 
following structural form: 
p = al + bl E· l. 
E· = Eg + E + E l. c u 
Ec = a2 + b2 E g 
Eu = a3 + b3 p 
where 
P population in the area, 
Ei: employment in the area, 
Eg: geographical-oriented employment, 
Ec: complementary-oriented employment, 
Eu: urban-oriented emplo~uent. 
Although Czamanski 1 s model does not conform strictly to the 
export-base model, the geographic industries may be 
interpreted as the basic sector. They are the engines for 
population and employment growth. This can be explicitly 
seen by solving Czamanski's structural equations for their 
reduced-form equation 
4urban-oriented industries not only incl~de market-
oriented industries but also industries attracted to urban 
locations by the availability of a labor force, public 
services, ancl in(iU'> tries tna t produce non- transportable 
services. 
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P = a 1 + b 1 (a 2 + a 3 ) + b1 (1 - b 3 ) 
l - blb3 1 - blb3 
Changes in employment in geographically-oriented industries 
in employment in complementary industries, and a 
industries. 
Moriarty (1976) and Luttrell and Gray (1970) used a 
polynomial distributive-lag adaptation of Czamanski' s 
methodology to analyze urban growth. Luttrell and Gray 
analyzed employment growth in seven SMSA's in the Central 
Mississippi Valley for the period 1960 to 1968. Moriarty 
analyzed annual employment growth in a sample of 16 SMSA's 
for the period 1959-1970. The empirical results of both 
studies were mixed. Neither gave strong support for 
accepting geographically-oriented industries as the basic 
sector or as the engine of urban growth. Both studies found 
that crowding-out could retar-d export-led growth because in 
a number of SNSA's, employment in the geographically-
oriented industries was negatively related to employment in 
the complementary-industries. The existence of employment 
crowding-out shows that a major drawback of export-base 
theory is its neglect of the supply side of the growth 
process. Neoclassical theories, on the other hand, 
recognize the role of the supply of factors of production in 
the growth ~recess. 
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Neoclassical Regional Growth Models 
Concentration on the supply side aspects of the growth 
process distinguishes neoclassical models from other 
theories of urban and regional growth. Two aspects of 
neoclassical analysis are applicable to this study. One 
aspect adapts the standard neoclassical model of national 
growth to regional growth and emphasizes interregional fac-
tor movements in response to earning differences across 
regions. The second aspect concerns the impact of agglomer-
ation economies on the distribution of money income 
across city size. 
Steady-State Regional Growth Models 
Following in the tradition of aggregate neoclassical 
models, regional neoclassical analysis investigates the con-
ditions that enable the economy to achieve long-run 
steady-state growth. Following Richardson's (1972) 
analysis, neoclassical models assume an aggregate production 
function relating real income or real output to the inputs 
of capital, labor, and technical progress, the latter being 
a function of time. For the ith region, this production 
function is specified as 
( 2.1) 
where Yi, Ki, Li and t represent real income, capital stock, 
labor supply, and ti.me r-es.tJectively. by c:ssui,1in':J constant 
returns_to scale in production and perfect competition in 
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all markets, inputs will be paid the value of their marginal 
products; due to Euler's Theorem, the sum of these payments 
will equal the value of the total product (Chiang, 1974, pp. 
406-407). These properties allow the derivation of the 
growth rate of real income, 
(2.2) 
where Yi' ki, li, and Ti are the proportional rates of 
growth in real income, capital stock, labor supply, and the 
rate of technical progress respectively and sk represents 
capital's distributive sha.re of real income.S 
Long-run equilibrium growth requires full employment, 
which can be achieved by flexible interest rates that egua te 
saving and planned investment. Given the determination of 
the interest rate in a national market, each region will 
have the same interest rate that equals the marginal pro-
duct of capital due to profit maximization. The marginal 
product of capital, in turn, equals capital's distributive 
share of income times the reciprocal of the capital-real 
income ratio. Thus, for the ith region 
where the new variables are MPK and ri, the marginal product 
:JE'cn the~ ciec Vclt.ion of (~quation (6) see H0ade, J., 
A Neoclassical 'l'tlcory of Economic Growth (London, 1961), pp. 
8-12. ---
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of capital and the interest rate respectively. Since the 
interest rate is given and the equilibrium condition for 
capital accumulation is MPk equal the interest rate, the 
growth rate in income must equal the growth rate of capital, 
that is, steady-state grO\vth requires Yi = ki· Substitution 
of this condition into equation (2.2) and simplifying yields 
I (2.3) 
the equilibrium growth condition for steady state growth. 
Real income and capital accumulation must proceed at the 
same rate equal to the growth in the labor force plus the 
rate of technical progress divided by labor distributive 
share. 
In the absence of technical progress (Ti = 0), the 
growth rates in real income, capital accumulation, and the 
!abo~ force must be equal for steady state growth. This 
represents the case of pure supply-determined growth. It 
cannot be inferred, however, that income of all regions must 
grow at the same rate. Barts and Stein (1964) have 
demonstrated that when regions have different growth rates 
in the labor force, due to either differences in natural 
increases or migration, the equilibrium growth rates of 
income across the regions do not have to be equal. They 
argued that given a perfectly elastic demand for labor and 
common wages across region~, due to perfect adjustments in 
labor market, the effects of higher rates of growth in 
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output upon wages can be offset by the growth in the labor 
force. This could allow some regions to have a higher 
growth rate in output without higher wages in steady state 
growth. 
In the presence of technical progress and national 
capital markets, equation (2.2} requires the growth in real 
income in eacn region be equal. Thus, for two regions, i 
and j, the following conditions must hold: 
T· J (2.4) 
Steady-state regional growth across regions depends upon the 
growth rates of labor supply and technical progress as well 
as a constant distributive share of capital. 
Capital's share and the rates of growth in labor supply 
and technical progess need not be equal across regions if 
diff~rences in these variables are offset by differences in 
other variables. In general, the offsetting differences can 
be accommodated by differences in the distributive share 
of capital or, equivalently, differences in the capital-real 
income ratio across reg ions. Nor does the rate of growth in 
the capital stock need to be limited to the rate of regional 
saving if the region that exports capital has a higher pro-
pensity to save or if capital receives a smaller distribu-
tive share than the region that imports. Thus, capital will 
flow from regions with high marr::~inal propensities to save or 
low distributive shares of capital to regions with low 
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marginal propensities to save and high distributive shares 
of capital. This is a significant result since it indicates 
the necessary direction of capital flows between regions to 
maintain steady-state growth. 
The neoclassical steady-state model of regional growth 
makes several contributions to the issue of convergent and 
divergent growth. It illustrates the possibility of long-
run equilibrium growth where the growth rate of income 
remains identical across regions while other growth rates 
can vary within the limits set by the feasible capital-real 
income ratios of the economy. The model also represents the 
.i.ntermediate case between diveryent and converr::~ent growth. 
It is convergent in that along the long-run equilibrium 
growth path the relative positions of regions with respect 
to real income will not change. In the absolute sense, 
however, it is divergent because initial real income dif-
ferences will widen. 
Convergent Growth in the Neoclassical 
No del 
As an economy develops, regions of the nation have a 
greater degree of interdependence because of improvements in 
communications, transportation, and the broadening of 
regional 111arkets into national markets. These events 
enhance the mobility of resources through increased infor-
mation flows and reductions in travel cost. The net irt1pact 
of these developments promotes the equalization of real 
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returns to homogeneous factors of production across regions. 
In the neoclassical theory of regional growth, factor-price 
equalization represents a major force for the convergence in 
real income across regions. 
Barts (1960) has analyzed the conditions for factor-
price equalization across regions. In his model of regional 
economic activity, he assumes that regions have a fixed 
labor supply, produce a single homogeneous good with iden-
tical constant returns to scale production functions, and 
have ~ zero cost of converting the output into capital. In 
addition, he assumes zero· transportation costs and perfect 
competition. Under these conditions factor flows will 
equalize real returns to homogeneous factors of production 
across regions. In a two-region case each region produces a 
homogenous good with a different capital-labor ratio. Due 
to constant returns to scale, labor will have a higher 
marginal product and, thus, higher real wage while capital 
will have a lower marginal product and lower return in the 
region with the larger capital-labor ratio. If labor and 
capital are mobile and respond to factor-price differences 
across regions, labor will migrate from the low wage region 
to the high wage region while capital will flow in the oppo-
site direction. This interregional reallocation of factors 
of production between regions will cause the capital-labor 
ratios in each region to converge resulting in factor-price 
equalizRtion. Although his analysis dealt with a single 
good two-region case, with additional assumptions it can be 
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generalized to a multiple good case and to the equalization 
of real returns across regions. 
In the multiple good case, the possibility of factor-
price equalization under the conditions of free trade has 
been extensively studied in the theory of international 
trade. Mundell (1957) has shown factor-price equalization 
when factors of production are mobile, but commodities are 
not. Samuelson (1948, 1949) has demonstrated it in the 
absence of factor mobility but in the presence of free trade 
in commodities. 
Although factor and commodity price equalization 
theorems make important contributions to the theories of 
international and interregional trade, complete factor-price 
equalization is unlikely. At most, the theorems illustrate 
a tendency toward factor-price equalization rather than 
absolute equalization. There are many reasons for believing 
that absolute factor-price equalization will not occur. In 
regards to regional economies, the assumption of linearly 
homogeneous production functions rules out increasing and 
decreasing returns to scale, but the agglomeration of eco-
nomic activities at various locations requires the existence 
of these scale economies. Also, the act of transporting 
factors of production and commodities requires inputs of 
resources that must be paid their market prices. These 
transportation costs act as a wedge between the cost, 
insurance, freight price, and f~ee-on-board price. Prices 
for factor and commodities will vary at least by the per 
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unit transportation cost between regions. Even if complete 
factor-price equalization occurs, per capita incomes across 
regions need not equalize. Regional variation in labor 
force participation rates, skill levels, occupational mix, 
and differences in property ownership can cause variation in 
income per capita. 
To integrate interregional factor flows in response to 
differences in factor returns across regions, the growth in 
the regional capital stock and labor supply must be 
specified. Richardson (1978a) gives a standard specifica-
tion for the ith region as 
where 
Yi = skki + (1-sk)li, 
k· = Io + Ix, ~ 
1· = n· + mi, ~ ~ 
Ix = fl ( ri-rn), dl xl d ( r i- r n) > 0, 
m· 
~ = f2(wi-wn)' dmi/d(wi-wn)>O, 
in addition to the previous variables 
1 0 : net investment from regional sources, 
lx: net investment from sources other than the 
region, 
ni: rate of natural increase in the labor force, 






ri, rn: rate of return to capital in ith region and 
nation respectively, 
wi' wn: wage rate in·ith region and nation 
respectively, 
.. 
Equations (2.6) and (2.7) modify the determinants of the 
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production function, equation (2.5), to reflect the 
influence of interregional factor flows. Equations (2.8) 
and {2.9) assume that factors flow in response to interre-
gional factor return differences, and that factor flows are 
directly related to these differences so that they will pro-
mote factor price equalization. This extended neoclassical 
model has been subJect to empirical analysis by Ghali (1981) 
and Smith (1975). 
Ghali estimates the neoclassical growth model using 
cross~sectional data from 48 states and the District of 
Columbia between the years 1958-1963. Smith uses aggregate 
cross-sectional state data between 1880-1953. In both 
studies the propositions of neoclassical growth cannot be 
rejected. Output growth is influenced by the rate of growth 
in inputs. Capital and labor growth rates are sensitive to 
interregional factor-price differences and respond to these 
differences to promote convergent growth. 
Divergent Neoclassical Growth 
Incorporating perverse factor flows into the 
neoclassical model creates tbe conditions for divergent 
growth across regions. In the earlier discussion of tl1e 
Bort and ~'l'hi tman models, the conditions under which capital 
and labor rnigra te from slow-growing regions to fast-growing 
regions were analyzed. This represents one possible sce-
nario for divergent growth~ An0ther source of perverse 
labor flows is migration selectivity. 
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Selective migration occurs because some people are 
more prone to migrate than others. Evidence suggests that 
migrants are usually young adults with higher educational 
levels and occupational status than nonmigrants (Sjaastrad, 
1962; Greenwood, 1976; Hoover, 1975). This induces greater 
income growth in the receiving region and reduces income 
growth in the sending region because migrants are more pro-
ductive than nonmigrants in both .:-egions. Even if factor-
prices equalize across regions, regional per capita income 
can widen due to the impact of migration on the composition 
of the regions• labor forces. 
The possibility that selective migration invalidates 
factor-price equalization must also be considered. If 
immigrants are truly more productive, the schedule repre-
senting the marginal product of labor will be shifting out-
ward in the receiving region and declining in the sending 
regiQn. Given the capital stocks and the price levels, the 
relative shifts in the marginal product of labor schedules 
imply a rising real wage in the 4eceiving region and a 
falling real wage in the sending region which prevents 
factor-price equalization. Of course, this effect could be 
offset on the supply side. Moreover, factor-price equaliza-
tion theorms are based on homogenous factors of production 
while selective migration implies the presence of heteroge-
nous factors of production. 
Interregional capital· flows can also be perverse and 
prevent factor-price equalization. A possible reason for 
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perverse capital flows would be the imperfect capital 
markets. High~income regions with higher rates of savings 
due to high propensities to save may be reluctant to invest 
in low-income regions due to agglomeration economies and 
psychic income associated with home investment {Richardson, 
1972). Even if capital markets are perfect, a historically 
low-average return on investment in the low-income region 
can cause uncertainty and risk differentials to be imposed, 
preventing equalization of returns to capital {Richardson, 
1972). 
_Agglomeration Economies and the 
Distribution Of Money Income 
Across City §_i~5:_ 
Neoclassical production theory has been used to analyze 
productivity differentials across cities and regions. One 
source of productivity differentials is agglomeration 
economies, which refer to the advantages of size and 
concentration. These advantages exist for both household 
and business sectors. The greater varieties of goods and 
services available in large cities are beneficial to 
consumers. Also, allocative efficiency in the provision of 
public goods appears, to some extent, to improve with city 
size. The per unit cost curves are "U-shaped" with respect 
to city size (Alsono, 1971, p. 68). Business agglomeration 




Business agglomeration economies are attributed to 
in~ivisibilities and specialization in the use of factors of 
production and production processes that result when firms 
locate in clusters (Carlino, 1978). Being technical in 
nature, business agglomeration economies reduce the per unit 
cost of production with respect to city size. The sources 
of these savings are the reduction "in uncertainty which 
comes about from locations in a large city in close proxi-
mity to many possible sources of information" and 11 the 
availability of a variety of specialized facilities and ser-
vices in large cities" (Evans, 1972, p. 56). Nourse's 
{1968) classification divides business agglomeration econo-
mies into transfer economies, internal economies, locational 
economies, and urbanization economies. 
Transfer economies refer to the reductions in trans-
portation cost to households and firms when they locate 
together. Internal economies refer to the likelihood that a 
firm will have greater output levels in the larger markets 
of large cities enabling the firm to realize economies of 
scale. Locational economies characterize economies external 
to the firm but internal to the industry (Carlino, 1978). 
They arise when the clustering of firms result in the lower 
cost for all firms. This cost reduction concerns, for 
example, the development of a skilled labor force 
accessible to clusters of industrial activity that reduces 
the cost of filling vacancies and increases the skill levels 
of new employees. In addition, when the market becomes 
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sufficiently large, specialization in the production of 
subparts and production techniques becomes feasible 
(Stiegler, 1951). Urbanization economies extend the idea of 
locational economies to interindustry relationships. Firms 
in many industries clustering together can benefit from a 
flexible labor force, the provision of public goods, and 
specialization. 
The opposite of economies of agglomeration is dis-
economies of agglomeration which can be pecuniary or non-
pecuniary in nature. Chief among the pecuniary diseconomies 
are the diseconomies of transportation associated with the 
using transfer networks. Negative nonpecuniary externali-
ties, such as pollution and crime rates, are also related to 
concentration and size. Both types of agglomeration dis-
economies offset agglomeration economies and prevent a city 
from growing without limit. 
_Although the forces of agglomeration economies and 
diseconomies oppose each other with respect to city size, 
they complement each other with respect to money wages and 
nominal income. Falling total cost of production associated 
with agglomeration economies implies increasing average and 
raarginal products of workers and, hence, higher raoney wages. 
Agglomeration diseconomies that result in compensatory 
payments to acquire and maintain factors of production also 
imply higher money wages and nominal income (Hoch, 1972). 
The existence of agglomeration economies implies that large 
cities have a natural competitive advantage resulting in 
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higher wages, an inflow of labor, and increasing population. 
Money income also increases with city size due in part to 
compensatory payments for disamenities associated with city 
size. 
Syntheses of Demand and Supply Theories 
Studies by Guccione and Gillen {1980) and Ghali, 
Akiyama, and Fujiwara {19~1) are noteworthy because they 
report the comparative explanatory powers of the demand type 
and supply type models of growth. In addition, both studies 
develop and test hybrid models that synthesize the maJor 
~l~ments of both theories. 
Guccione and Gillen's study interprets the export-base 
model as a short-run theory of growth. Drawing upon the 
studies by Muth (1968) and Borts and Stein (1964}, long-run 
equilibrium conditions are imposed to derive a supply side 
theory of growth. In the short run, an exogenously deter-
mined wage and an inelastic supply of labor enable the level 
of demand for labor in the basic sector to determine the 
level of .total employment. If unemployment occurs, dise-
quilibrium adjustments take place through changes in the 
supply of labor brought about by migration. In the 
long run, the demand for labor becomes perfectly elastic in 
the relevant range implying full emplo~nent and the 
predominance of the supply of labor as the major determinant 
of employment growth. 'l,he· empirical model consists of two 
equations specifying the disequilibrium adjustment process 
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for employment and the determinants of population size. The 
supply of labor is assumed to be a constant fraction of the 
population. Using time-series data from the metropolitan 
area of Windsor, Canada, for the period 1939 to 1977, 
Guccione and Gillen found the hybrid model out performed 
both the supply type and demand type models. The labor 
market moved from a short-run export-base solution to a 
long-run supply solution in a "reasonable period of time" in 
the absence of disturbances (Guccione and Gillen, 1980, p. 
709). 
Ghali, Akiyama, and Fujiwara (1981) construct an 
econometric model of regional income determination where the 
interaction of regional aggregate demand and aggregate 
supply determines the equilibrium solution. Essentially, 
the model corresponds to a macro growth model ·tor an open 
economy. Aggregate demand is determined by exogenous export 
expenditures and endogenous domestic demand which is the sum 
of local consumption, investment, and government 
expenditures. Aggregate supply is the sum of endogenous 
imports and a dolllestic endogenous output resulting from a 
Cobb-Douglas production technique relating output to exoge-
nous inputs of capital and labor.6 Personal income depends 
on output while population depends on interregional wage 
and output differentials. Using a cross-sectional time-
series sample of 48 states and the District of Columbia, the 
6capital stock is approximated by property income. 
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est~ruated model explained most of the variations in output, 
capital formation, and migration. Migration conformed to 
the neoclassical hypothesis of factor mobility by responding 
to factor price differentials to promote factor price equal-
li:za tion. In simulations of the disequilibrium adjustments, 
where the adjustments were assumed to occur entirely on the 
demand side or supply side, the growth paths of output and 
per capita output generate by the models were similar. 
Therefore, the short- run spec if ica tion did not af feet the 
long-run behavior of the model. 
Growth Pole Theory 
The origin of growth pole theory can be traced to the 
classical paper by Perroux (1955). Since the publication 
of this paper, growth pole theory initially regarded as "a 
panacea for solving regional problems" has fallen from grace 
due to the dissatisfaction associated with its growth strat-
egies {Richardson, 1978b, p. 28). 
Perroux develops the idea of growth pole theory in the 
context of economic space. From earlier work Perroux 
( 1950) defines economic space as: 
••• consists of centers (or poles or foci) from 
which centrifu~al forces emanate and to which 
centripetal forces are attracted. Each center, 
being a center of attraction and repulsion, 
has its proper field, which is set in the 
field of other centers (p. 124).7 
7perroux, F., 'Economic Space: Theory and Applications, 
Quarterly Journal of Economics, Vol. 64 (1950), quoted in 
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Perroux's growth process, by its very nature, is 
unbalanced, originating at certain poles and spreading out-
ward from these poles. According to Perroux (1955): 
•• growth does not appear everywhere at the 
same time; it becomes manifest at points or poles 
of growth, with variable intensity; it spreads 
through different channels, with variable 
terminal effects on the whole of the economy 
(p. 94). 
Underlying the growth pole theory is a motor or 
propulsive industry that has the capability to generate 
dynamic change throughout the economy by its interindustry 
linkages (Perroux, 1955, p. 95}. Changes in the output of 
the motor industry are transmitted to its resourc~ suppliers 
and other industries by backward and forward type linkages. 
These technologically linked industries are called a cluster 
of industries. The expansion of output by a motor industry 
and, therefore, its cluster can have favorable and unfa-
vorable effects on other clusters it dominates. The 
favorable effects, known as trickling-down or spread 
effects, encourage the growth of other clusters. The sourc-
es of this encouragement are usually cited as the diffusion 
of inves trnents, innovation, and attitudes from the dominant 
cluster. Polarization, or backwash effects, refer to the 
unfavorable effects of the growth of the motor industry. 
N. Hansen, 'Development Pole Theory in a Regional 
Context,' in D. c. McKee ec al., Reg1cnal Lconom1c ~heory 
and Practice,· (New York, 1970), p-.-124-.- -------
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Chief among these effects are the migration selectivity, 
loss of investment funds, and loss market areas to the domi-
nant cluster. The net impact of the spread and backwash 
effects determines the dominant cluster's impact on other 
clusters. 
Growth pole strategy refers to economic growth policies 
in geographical space that identify growth poles and 
encourage their economic growth and development. The net 
impact of the spread and backwash effects on the hinterland 
is presumably favorable. Thus, growth pole strategies 
emphasize unbalanced regidnal growth concentrated in urban 
centers, where long-run spread effects can be substained by 
structural change so the region can become a center of inno-
vation and technical efficiency. 
Policy-makers and planners who have relied upon growth 
pole strategies have become disillusioned with the results. 
Richardson believes that the major reason for this disen-
chantment has been lack of anticipated spread effects to the 
hinterland (Richardson, 1978a). Studies of the results 
of growth pole strategies in Spain and Brazil indicate some 
success in raising output levels in the growth poles, but 
failure to raise the standard of living and welfare for the 
hinterland's population (Richardson, 1978b). However, the 
disenchantment with growth s tra teg ies may bE! prerna ture due 
to the unrealistic time horizon concerning the impact of the 




A common theme in the various explanations for varia-
tions in the rates of economic activity emerges fron1 the 
literature. Since the evidence reveals mixed periods of 
convergent and diverg~nt growth, it may be that convergent 
growth is the equilibrium state in the steady-state sense 
and divergent growth exists in departures from the 
equilibrium growth path. Whether the regional economy 
returns to an equilibrium growth path once disturbed depends 
on the stability of the equilibrium and the disequilibrium 
adjustment path. To enable divergent regional growth to 
persist, the regional economy must import resources in order 
to circumvent the full employment constraint imposed by 
limited regional res.:-)urces. Nontransferable factor-saving 
technological progress in the use of regional resources 
could also enable persistent divergent growth. To maintain 
an inflow of resources, neoclassical and prosperity-cum-
deficit· export-base models require the relative growth of 
factor returns while grmvth pole theory emphasizes the domi-
nation of polarization effects. 
The cumulative causation thesis explains regional 
growth as a disequilibrium growth process where the cumula-
tive growth results in an explosive nonoscillating adjust-
ment path. Regional models based on the cumulative causa-
tion thesis synthesizes the divergent growth explanations of 
neocla.-~~l·r·~J GVC')r~-:~a~~ ..:.; ...... VtA. ·r_-~[L;;.j"' \ .. "-" _,c, and growth pole tl:leor ies. The 
demand .. side explanation of divergent growth initiates the 
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cumulative growth process. The disequilibrium factor flows 
suggested by a neoclassical growth model provide the re-
sources to enable the growth pole to substain the growth 
process and backwash other areas. A detailed development 
and formulization of the cumulative growth process remains, 
and it is taken up in Chapter III. 
CHAPTER III 
THE CUMULATIVE CAUSATION THESIS OF 
REGIONAL GROWTH: A THEORETICAL 
DEVELOPMENT 
Introduction 
The cumulative causation thesis maintains that economic 
activity can be characterized by disequilibrium models based 
upon supportive forces that have the potential to cause 
explosive change. This approach has been used to study the 
financial problems of cities, urban decay, and the flight to 
the suburbs as well as regional growth (Baumel, 1967; Oates, 
Howrey, and Baumel, 1971; Bradford and Kelejian, 1973). 
This chapter develops and extends the cumulative causation 
model of regional growth suggested by Myrdal (1957), Kaldor 
{1970), Dixon and Thirlwall (1975). This model has the 
capability of generating cumulative regional growth and 
incorporates the chief ideas of export-base and neoclassical 
regional models. The model's analytical properties provide 
the hypotheses to test the empirical validity of this par-
ticular formulation of the cumulative causation thesis. 
The Cumulativ~ Causation Thesis 
At its very core, the cumulative causation thesis of 
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regional growth attempts to explain the causes of regional 
disparities in the level of economic activity. Myrdal 
(1957), the originator of the thesis, views the chief cause 
as backwash effects generated in the expanding area that 
result in the stagnation of other areas. The expanding area 
denudes other areas of their skilled workers and managers. 
The banking system absorbs savings from other areas for 
investment in the expanding region, enabling its industries 
to become more efficient than their counterparts in the 
other regions. Although conceding the existence of spread 
effects, supporters of Myrdal maintain the net effects of 
the movement of capital, labor, and goods between regions 
will retard the growth of some regions (Hirschman, 1958). 
In a sweeping generality, Myrdal (1958) states his view as 
follows: 
The main idea I want to convey is that the 
play of the forces in the market normally 
tends to increase, rather than decrease, 
the inequalities between regions (p. 26). 
Salvatore (1972) believes Myrdal's thesis lacks 
theoretical justification and testable hypotheses. He con-
tends that concern with the net outflow of resources 
overlooks the real issue of whether the "resources could and 
would have been used in the poor region and that their use 
would have caused an increase in per capita income" 
(Salvatore, 1972, p. 521). He also maintains that Myrdal 
did not give . ar:y indica U.on of hovi to al.:..'p1y the theory; 
therefore, the theory lacks testable and measurable causal 
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relationships to validate its propositions (Salvatore, 
197 2} • 
Kaldor (1970) has extended Myrdal's idea that trade 
will widen inequalities between regions through a cumulative 
process. Unlike Myrdal, Kaldor has testable hypotheses. To 
. . 
Kaldor, the cumulative causation thesis represents "nothing 
else but the existence of increasing returns to scale--using 
the term in its broadest sense--in processing activities" 
Kaldor N., 1970, p. 340). The type of increasing returns 
Kaldor refers to are those associated with the Verdoorn 
effect (Verdoorn, 1949). This effect postulates a positive 
co~relation between the rates of growth in the scale of the 
activity and the rate of growth in productivity. The cumu-
lative causation growth process Kaldor develops relies on 
the Verdoorn effect to sustain the growth process. 
Acceding to Kaldor the processing sector achieves a 
competitive advantage in national markets because of move-
ments of the efficiency wage. The efficiency wage is the 
ratio of an index of money wages to an index of producti v-
ity, and.its movement depends directly on movement of the 
index of money wages relative to the index of productivity. 
Kaldor believes the efficiency wage will be falling in the 
fast-growing region relative to the slow-growing region. He 
assumes a constant exogenous money wage, arguing that money 
wages in both regions are approximately equal and remain so 
due to institutional features and labor mobility. The 
efficiency w~ge, however, is endogenous and depends on the 
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Verdoorn effect. In the fast-growing region, as the scale 
of the activity increases, the Verdoorn effect increases 
productivity and reduces the efficiency wage. The Verdoorn 
effect and movements of the efficiency wage are Kaldor's 
endogenous mechanisms that may cause curaula ti ve growth and 
decline. To complete the cumulative growth model, Kaldor 
uses an export-base type model to link these endogenous 
mechanisms to a regional model so that exogenous changes in 
export act as a trigger for cumulative regional growth. 
In Kaldor•s scenario there are two regions, say A and 
B, each with an agriculture sector and a processing sector. 
A.l though each reg ion • s processors supply their agriculture 
sector, region's A's processing sector is more developed 
than region B's. Presumably, the cause of this initial 
difference could be differences in natural resource and 
capital endowments. According to Kaldor, however, these dif-
ferences do not have the capability of explaining the 
observed disparities in industrial development. The dif-
ferences are too great to attribute to differences in 
natural resource endowments. Capital endowments are 
dismissed on the grounds that they confuse cause and effect 
since industrial development results in capital formation 
which, in turn, causes industrial development. Instead, the 
disparities in industrial development are due to a cumula-
tive growth process. 
The opening of trade b~tween A and B enables A's 
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processing sector to dominate B's. As the activities of A's 
processing sector increase, the Verdoorn effect causes a 
falling efficiency wage, which causes A's exports to become 
more competitive relative to B's. In similar product lines 
A's industries capture B's home markets, backwashing B's 
processing sector. Effectively, the cumulative growth 
mechanisms cause exports to become endogenous. The 
multiplier implies the domestic sector of A will also be 
expanding as income rises in the export sector. Thus, 
Kaldor's model of cumulative growth has changes in exogenous 
export demand triggering the cumulative growth process in A 
and cumulative decline in B. 'I'he Verdoorn effect and move-
ments of the efficiency wage perpetuate and accentuate the 
process. The multiplier spreads the growth process ini-
tiated by the export sec tor to the remaining sectors of the 
economy. 
Formulization of the Regional 
Cumulative Grcwtt Model 
Dixqn and Thirlwall (1975) utilize a simultaneous 
system of equations to formulize Kaldor's cumulative growth 
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( 3. 4) 
Verdoorn coefficient, i.e., the elasticity of 
the average product of labor with respect to 
output, 
in time t. 
Transforming the model into discrete growth rates by 
taking the derivatives of the .logarithmic specifications of 
the equations with respect to time, yields the system of 
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equations 
9t = 0Xt, (3.1') 
Xt = elPdt + e2Pft + e3zt, ( 3. 2 I) 
Pa = Wt- rt + mt, (3.3 1 ) 
rt = ra + :lgt, (3.4 1 ) 
where the lower case letters refer to the growth rates of 
the variables. 
The first two equations of each specification represent 
the multiplier and the trigger mechanism respectively. In 
equations (3.1) and (3.1'}, the lev2l and growth rate of 
output depends on the level and grov;th rate of exports 
respectively. In equations (3.2) and (3.2'), the quantity 
and growth rate of exports depend upon the endogenously 
determined domestic price plus the exogenously determined 
competitor's price and world income. Taken in isolation, 
these equations represent an export-base explanation of 
regional growth because the level and growth of output is 
attuned to the level and growth of exports. 
Equations {3.3) and (3.3 1 ) provide the pricing mecha-
nism and supply adjustments of the model. In Kaldor's 
{1970) model producers in the processing sector are willing 
and able to sell more at the prevailing price in response to 
increases in demand. Their ability to respond to an 
increase in demand depends on the level of wages, produc-
tivity of workers, and the unit mark-up on per unit labor 
cost. Thus, equation (3.3) provides the su2ply adjustments 
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of the model with the wage reflecting labor market con-
ditions and the average product of labor reflecting aspects 
of the production function. With this interpretation of 
equation (3.3), the growth rate of domestic prices in 
equation (3.3') is equivalent to Kaldor's efficiency wage 
concept since, its movements depends in part on the growth 
rates of wages and labor productivity. 
Equations (3.4) and (3.4') specify the Verdoorn effect. 
The level and rate of growth of labor productivity are 
deter.mined by the level and rate of growth of output. 
The cumulative growth aspects of this specification are 
illustrated by considering an exogenous increase in the 
growth rate of exports. Equation (3.1') translates the 
increase in exports to an increase in the growth rate of 
output. The Verdoorn effect in turn results in an 
increase in the growth rate of labor productivity, which 
implies a falling efficiency wage, given the constant level 
of wages and percentage mark-up on unit labor cost. A 
falling efficiency wage implies falling domestic export 
prices which increases the quantities of exports, and 
therefore, output. Whether .the growth rate of output 
diverges from or converges to an equilibrium growth rate 
depends on the stability conditions of the growth path. 
Dixon and Thirlwall investigated the stability con-
ditions of their model by specifying a one-period lag in the 
response of exports to its· cetet"minants. r:rbeir specifica-
tion for the quantity of exports becomes in absolute terms 
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( 3 • 5 } 
and in terms of discrete growth rates 
(3.5') 
Using the appropriate lagged structural equations and 
repeated substitution, they derive the reduced form equation 
( 3 • 6 } 
Equation (3.6) is a first-order difference equation in terms 
of the growth rate of out~ut with all other variables exog-




el(Wt-1-ra+mt-1> + e2Pft-l + e3zt-l 
1 + oel)_ 
(3.7) 
and g 0 equals the initial growth rate of output (Dixon and 
Thirlwall, 1975, p. 205). The equilibrium growth rate of 
output is given by 9e' and the stability of equation (3.7) 
is determined by (-O'e1).). If (-6"e1J.> exceeds unity, there 
will be cumulative divergent growth from the equilibrium 
growth rate of output: otherwise, the growth rate of output 
will converge to the equilibrium growth rate of output. 
Taking the former case as ~epresenting cumulative growth, 
Dixon and Thirlwall have shown that cumulative growth 
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depends upon structure of the economy reflected in the value 
of certain parameters. In particular, cumulative growth 
depends on the product of the output elasticity with respect 
to export, the price elasticity of exports, and the 
Verdoorn coefficient. 
The endogenous mechanisms are the linchpins of the 
cumulative growth process. The Verdoorn effect, efficiency 
wage, and multiplier are Kaldor's preconditions for cumula-
tive growth. Also required is a trigger mechanism to start 
the cumulative growth process. Thus, the Verdoorn effect, 
efficiency wage, multiplier, and trigger mechanism must be 
taken together to have conditions favorable for cumulative 
growth. These conditions, however, do not guarantee a 
cumulative growth process, since they do not ensure dynamic 
instability in the growth of output. The cumulative growth 
model is a disequilibrium model; therefore, dynamic insta-
bility of the model is an additional condition for cumula-
tive growth. Dynamic instability is more likely the larger 
the Verdoorn effect, the price elasticity of output, and the 
elasticity of output with respect to exports. 
Guccione and Gillen (1977) have extended Dixon's and 
Thirlwall's (1975) model to include two regions. In their 
model regional interaction comes about by defining the rate 
of growth of the competitor's prices as the other region's 
domestic price and the growth rate of world income as the 
growth rate of the other re~ion's output. Under ~1ese 
assumptions, their model is a system of two identical 
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second-order difference equations. Their solution shows 
that the stability of a region's growth rate of output 
depends on the number of regions under consideration as well 
as the structures of the regional economies.l 
Empirical Evidence Of The Verdoorn Effect 
. Of the endogenous mechanisms, the Verdoorn effect has 
the central role since it determines the movements of the 
efficiency wage when wages are exogenous. The Verdoorn 
effect has been tested empirically at the regional and 
national levels. 
In a 1966 Inaugural lecture, Kaldor (1966) maintained 
that the poor economic performance of the British economy 
was due to a limited supply of labor for industrial growth 
that prevented the exploitation of the productivity advan-
lThe effect of the number of regions on the sta-
bility condition was a source of contention between 
Dixon and Thirlwall and, Guccione and Gillen. The 
issue centered on the impact of adding regions to the 
value of the dominant characteristic root derived in 
the solution to the system of equations. As identical 
regions are added to the system of equations, the value 
of the dominant characteristic root rises, thus, 
increasing the likelihood of instability since it is 
necessary and sufficient for stability that the charac-
teristic roots be less than unity. However, if the 
regions are not identical, the effect of adding regions 
depends upon the parameters. Dixon, R. and Thirlwall, 
A., "Growth Rate Stability in the Kaldorian Hodel," 
Scot t~~sh Journal of Political Economy (February 1978), 
pp. 97-99. Guccione, A. and Gillen, w., "Growth Rate 
Stability in the Kaldorian Model: The Characteristic 
Roots," Scottish Journal of Political Economv (June 
1978), p-:-2TT:-·-Dixol1-;-}(. --a-n0-iilirfwa-.t·r;;;~--; "A Heply 
to Gucccione and Gillen," Scottish Journal of Political 
Econo~~ (June 1978), p. 212. 
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tages of large scale production. Kaldor cited evidence from 
a cross-sectional study of 12 countries that revealed a 
positive relationship between productivity growth and output 
growth in manufacturing, construction, and public utilities. 
In the study, a 1 percent increase in the growth of output 
caused a l/2 percent {ncrease in the growth of productivity. 
Cripps and Tarling (1973) substantiated Kaldor's results in 
manufacturing for the period 1951-1965 in 12 advanced cap-
italist countries. However, no such relationship was found 
in construction, and a negative statistically significant 
relationship was found for public utilities. Also for the 
1965-1970 period, no relationship between productivity 
growth and output growth was found. 
The relationship between productivity growth and output 
growth is mathematically equivalent to a relationship 
between productivity growth and employment growth.2 Using 
the same sample as Cripps and Tarling (1973), Rowthorn 
(1975) found a positive relationship between productivity 
growth and employment growth, bu~ he maintained the results 
were due .to the inclusion of Japan, an extreme observation. 
When Japan was dropped from the sample, the relationship was 
no longer statistically significant. In a reply, Kaldor 
2If r, 
growth, and 
r = g-e or 
r = ra 
•rherefo:re, 
r -- ra 
e, g are productivity growth, employment 
output growth respectively, then 
9.. = r + e. ~The Verdoorn effect asserts 
+Ag (ra>O,)>O). 
+-A(r+e) I orr:;;: ra/(1-,l) + c;{/1-.l.)e. 
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(1975) maintained that the relationship between employment 
and productivity growth does not say anything about the 
Verdoorn effect. Kaldor takes output as an exogenous 
variable while employment and productivity are dependent 
endogenous variables. Any disturbance in employment growth 
is reflected with an opposite sign on productivity growth. 
A regression of productivity growth on employment growth 
would therefore generate spurious negative correlation. The 
rssue between Rowthorn and Kaldor concerns whether output of 
employment growth should be treated as exogenous when spe-
cifing the Verdoorn effect. However, neither variable is 
exogenous; they are both endogenous. Output growth is as 
much a result of, as a cause of, employment growth. 
Parikh (1978) maintains the single equation estimates 
utilized in these studies are subJect to a simultaneous 
equation bias due to the endogenous nature of output and 
emplo~uent growth. To overcome this bias, Parikh formulated 
a simultaneous model that determines the growth rate of 
output, employment, and productivity. Using the same 12 
countrie~ in a cross-sectional analysis, Parikh's (1978) 
results were sensitive to the inclusion of Japan, and 
neither Rowthorn's or Kaldor's versions of the Verdoorn 
effect were supported. 
Casetti (1981) has incorporated the Verdoorn effect 
into his empirical study of the differences in manufacturing 
labor productivity growth across the United States, 
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especially the sunbelt and snowbelt for the 1967-1976 time 
interval. In his study, the growth rate of labor produc-
tivi ty was regressed on the growth rates of output (Verdoorn 
effect}, capital's distributive share (a capital deepening 
variable), and neutral disembodied technological progress 
(the constant term in the regressions). His findings sup-
port the implication of the Verdoorn effect that produc-
tivity tends to increase faster in regions that are 
experiencing economic growth. The Verdoorn effect was 
significant and positive in the United States and the sun-
belt but not the snowbelt. Labor productivity growth in the 
snciwbelt was attributed to neutral disembodied technological 
progress. In no regression was the capital deepening 
variable significant. 
Another aspect of the empirical investigation of the 
Verdoorn effect, although not explicitly recognized as 
such, has been attempts to measure agglomeration economies 
to determine the validity of the hypothesis that large 
cities have productivity advantages. In order to determine 
the extent of contribution of agglomeration economies to 
productivity differences, their impact must be disentangled 
from other potential sources of productivity differentials. 
Among these sources are the demographic characteristics of 
the population, climate differences, regional effects, dif-
ferences in industry mix, capital intensity, and technology 
in production. A common approach in many studies has been 
to estimate ~ ~reduction function such as 
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G = g(A)f(K,L) 
<0, <0, 
where 
G: urban output, 
g{A): Hicks-neutral productivity, 
K, L: capital stock and labor force respectively. 
The Hicks-neutral product1vity parameter, g, acts as a 
shifter with its specification controlling city 
cha rae teris tics. 
The production function approach can either estimate 
productivity differences by industry across a· sample of 
cities OF urban area production across cities. Both methods 
are controversial due to the lack of adequate data. 
Disaggregation along industry lines reduces the number of 
city observations across regions; so, to enable a large 
number of observations, the sample universe has generally 
been restricted to two-digit industries in the Stan8ard 
Industrial Classification (SIC) system. Unfortunately, 
capital stock and service data do not exist for this sample, 
which means indirect methods of estimating productivity 
advantages rnus t oe used. The estimation of urban area pro-
duction functiO>lS a.lso requires estimating capital stock 
data, ahd this can induce errors in measurements biasing the 
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estimated parameters of the production function. 
The indirect methods of estimating productivity advan-
tages have attempted to determine the variation in labor 
productivity by industry across SMSA's by using techniques 
suggested by Dhrymes (1965) and Arrow, Chenery, Minhas, and 
Solow (1961). sveikauskas (1975) argues that the produc-
·tivity advantages of large cities are due to urban con-
centration so that these productivity advantages increase 
with city size. Thus, Hicks-neutral productivity depends 
upon city size. Population increases shift the production 
function such that, at a given capital-labor ratio, output 
of the larger city exceeds that of smaller cities. The 
absence of data on g(A) forced Sveikauskas to use value-
added per unit of labor as a measure of labor productivity. 
Controlling for labor quality and regional effects, he found 
that for the 14 manufacturing industries in his sample labor 
productivity increased by 6 percent with each doubling of 
city size. Moomaw (1981) takes objection to these results. 
He suggests the method of estimating is subject to a speci-
fication error that imparts an upward bias. Moomaw also 
obJects to the omission of a capital intensity variable. 
According to Moomaw, Sveikauskas' omission of this variable 
implies it is taken to be independent of the variables in 
the estimating equation, but it is not independent of 
population. Futhermore, higher wayes in larger cities 
imply higher capital intensity. This dependence suggests 
that Sveikauskas' results have an upward bias since they 
implicitly include the effects of differences in capital 
intensity across SMSA's. 
In another study relying upon indirect estimates, 
Shefer (1973) estimated returns to scale parameters using 
two labor-oriented production functions. These production 
functions take the form 
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w = AGbLc (3.8) 
and 
G/L = Awdc;z ( 1- d) , (3.9) 
where. w equals the wage rate; G, L, are as before; and b, c, 
z, d are constants. 'fhe r·eturns to scale parameter for 
these equations are (l+c)/(1-b) and (l+z) respectively. 
Shefer fitted these equations to observations from 25 
induitries from 1958 and 1963 in a sample of 65 SMSA's. 
Both equations indicated significant returns to scale 
parameters (locational economies) for most industries. 
Combining manufacturing industries by SMSA and reestimating 
the equations, the returns to scale parameters (1.14 and 
1.27 respectively) were significant indicating urbanization 
economies. Carlino (1978) used equation (3.8) to estimate 
returns to scale parameters for manufacturing industries in 
65 SMSA 1 s covering the periods 1957-1972. Taking the esti-
mated scale parameter as a dependent variable, he then 
regressed measures of internal scale economies, locational 
economies, urbanization econowies and diseconomies on the 
returns to scale parameter.· His results were mixed, but 
they did give support to tl1e importance of urbanization 
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economies and diseconomies. Both Shefer's and Carlino's 
results are questionable since neither control for regional 
effects, demographic effects, capital intensity, and the 
interdependence between the wage, population, and capital 
intensity. 
Segal (1976) has computed urban capital stock data for 
65 SMSA's which allow a direct estimation of the production 
function. Assuming a Cobb-Douglas production function, 
controlling for labor quality, city characteristics, and 
price differences, Segal finds SMSA's with population of two 
million or greater are 8 percent more productive than SMSA's 
with population ranging from 250,000 to two million. Moomaw 
(1981) argues that Segal introduced a bias into his com-
putations of the capital stock by omitting initial capital 
stocks of older cities. Correcting for this bias, Moomaw's 
revised estimates were significantly smaller than Segal's. 
_There appears to be some statistical evidence for the 
role of agglomeration economies and productivity advantages 
of larger cities. However, due to methodological problems 
and iroperfec t data, the evidence is not completely 
convincing. 
Extension of the Cumulative 
Regional Growth Model 
An outcome of the theoretical development of the 
Kaldorian regional tJrO'tlth morlel has been various explana-
tions for the onservation that. long-run explosive regional 
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growth does not usually occur. There must be constraints 
preventing the workings of the cumulative growth process. 
Kaldor (1966, 1970} suggests a labor supply constraint, 
national governmental redistribution policies, and the dis-
economies associated with growth. Dixon and Thirlwall (1975) 
stress product innovation. These possibilities suggest that 
the other theoretical explanation of regional growth might 
be offsetting the cumulative growth process. This is a 
significant conclusion since it means that the other expla-
nations must be synthesized with the cumulative causation 
thesis before its validity" can be dete:t;:mined. In partic-
ular, interaction between the production of different goods 
in the regional economy must be considered to allov/ for the 
possibility of crowding-out. In addition, the capital stock 
and its rate of growth in the regional growth ·process must 
be incorporated into the cumulative growth process. With 
these additions, the process of cumulative regional output 
growth can be generalized. 
Assume a two-sector regional economy that produces only 
export goods and local consumption goods with two factors of 
production, capital and labor. Export goods are solely for 
export and sold in competitive national markets. Capital 
goods can be obtained from either the output of local goods 
or export goods without incurring additional cost. In addi-
tion, the importation of capital goods is possibile. For 
simplicity, assume also that the capital stock does not 
depreciate. Labor and capital are perfectly mobile and 
respond to interregional and intersectoral factor price 
differences. Wages and the return on capital are thus 
determined in the national markets. 
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The growth rate in regional output, 9t' depends on the 
growth rates in the production of export goods, xt, and 
goods for local consumption, dt· The growth rate in 
regional output can be specified as 
(3.10~ 
where ai, i = 1, 2, 3, are respectively a constant, the 
elasticity of regional output with respect to export goods, 
and the elasticity of regional output with respect to local 
goods. 
The specification of the growth rate in the production 
of export goods has the same form as Dixon and Thirlwall's 
(19~5) model. The growth in the production of export goods 
is given by 
{3.11) 
where ei = l, 2, 3, 4 are respectively a constant, the own 
price elasticity of exports,_ the elasticity of exports with 
respect to the foreign price and the income elasticity of 
exports. 
The growth of the production of local goods, dt, is 
assumed to depend upon the growth rate of the production of 
the export goods and the reg ion's population, nt. 'l'he 
interaction between the production of exports and local 
goods allows for the possibility of crowding-out of local 
production by the production of export goods. The growth 
rate in the production of local goods is specified as 
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(3.12) 
where di, i = l, 3 are respectively a constant and the 
elasticity of the output of local goods with respect to 
population. The coefficient of Xt, d2, is the elasticity of 
the output of local goods with respect to the production of 
exports. Henceforth, this coefficient will be called the 
crowding-out coefficient. The sign of the crowding-out 
coefficient can be either positive if a change in the 
growth rate of exports induces the production of local 
goods or negative if the production of export goods 
absorbs resources that would have been used in the produc-
tion of local goods. 
Equations {3.10), (3.11), and (3.12) constitute an 
export-base model of the regional eco~omy since the growth 
rate of output has become attuned to the growth rate of the 
production of exports. No explicit role for imports is 
recognized. However, they are taken in to account indirectly 
to the extent tha. t imports of consumption goods and factors 
of production affect the growth rates of output, export 
goods, and local goods. 
The efficiency wage is assumed to operate exclusively 
in the export sector and is adopted from Dixon and 
'l'hi..t-lwall' s ( 197 5) model with the exception that the per 
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unit mark-up on labor cost is assumed to be a constant; as a 
result, its growth rate is zero. The efficiency wage is 
given by 
{3.13) 
The Verdoorn effect is modified to take account of the 
impact of the rate of growth of capital on the growth of 
labor productivity. This is accomplished indirectly by 
allowing the growth rate of labor productivity to depend on 
the growth rate of the average product of capital as well 
as the growth rate of regional output. The specification 
can be derived from the neoclassical production function, 
given in equation (2.1) of Chapter II, bj dropping the sub-
scripts and letting T denote the index of technical 
progress. 3 
The production function for regional output is then given by 
G = f(K,L,T). 
Take the total derivative of G with respect to time, 
where fK, fL, and fT are partial derivatives of f with 
respect to K, L, and T respectively. Divide the total deri-
vative by G and rearrange terms to obtain 
3This fierivation is similar to Casetti's (1981). 
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1 dG KfK dK LfL dL fT dT 
= + --- -- + 
G dt GK dt GL dT G dt 
Since constant returns to scale are not assumed, Euler's 
Theorem cannot be applied to arrive at equation (2.2) of 
Chapter II. Instead, let the partial output elasticity with 
respect to capital and labor be defined as 
EK = fK(K/G) 
EL = fL{L/G) 
respectively, and let 














Now, define, respectively, the average product of capital 
and labor as 
V = G/K, 
R = G/L. 
The growth rates of the average product of capital and labor 
ar-e th;C!n, r-es pee ti vely 
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v = g - k, (3.15) 
r = g - 1. 
Thus, the respective growth rates of capital and labor are 
k = g- v, 
1 = g - r. 
Substituting these latter growth rates into equation (3.14) 
yields 
(3.16) 
To arrive an expression for the average product of labor, r, 
-solve equation (3.16) for r and simplify to obtain 




).1 = (EK + EL - 1)/EL, 
)2 = - ( EK/EL) • 
ra = ra c /EL· 
For the Verdoorn effect to be valid, there must be a posi-
tive relationship between the growth rates of output and 
labor productivity. Thus, ~ 1>0 or, equivalently, EL + EK > 
1 which means that there must be increasing returns to scale 
in the procuction of output. 'l'b•:::: sign of,( 2 i::-.; negative if 
the partial elasticities of output with respect to capital 
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and labor are positive. Regional output is, then, 
restricted to the economlc feasible range of production, and 
in this range, the growth rates of the avera9e products of 
labor and capital are inversely related for constant levels 
of output. The constant term, ra, represents neutral-
disembodied technical progess scaled by the partial elasti-
city of output with respect to labor. 
To complete the system of equations, the growth rate of 
the average product of capital must be specified. This 
requires specifying the growth rate of capital. Since by 
assumption the capital stock does not depreciate, the change 
in the capital stock will equal the level of investment 
expenditures, It· As noted in Chapter II, a condition for 
export-led growth is that there be an acceleration type link 
between investments and exports. Generalizing this 
condition, there must be an acclera tion type link betv1een 
inve9tment expenditures and the growth rate of regional 
output. Thus, assume investment expenditures conform to a 
simple accelerator principle of investment so that the 
growth rate of the capital stock is proportional to the 
growth rate in regional output, i.e. 
kt = hgt (O<h<l), {3.18) 
where h is the accelerator coefficient. 
hqua tions ( 3 .1 0)- ( 3 .13) 1 ( 3 .15) , ( 3.17) , and ( 3.18) 
constitute a siuul taneous systeHt of eqL!a tions representing 
an extended cumulative causation model of regional growth. 
· The model is also presented in Table I. 
TABLE I 
CUMULATIVE GROWTH HODEL OF REGIONAL OUTPUT 
9t = a1 + a2xt + a3dt (a1 >0, a 2 >0, a 3>0) 
Xt =e1+e2Pdt+e3Pft+e4zt (e1 >o, e2<0, e 3 >o, 
dt = d1 + d2xt + d3nt (dl>O, d2 0, d3>0) 
Pdt = Wt - rt 
rt ra +Algt +A2vt (ra>O, )._1>0,~<0) 
e 4>0) 
The equilibrium growth rate of output derived in 
Appendix A equals 
9e = ----------------------------------1 











co = al + a2el + a3dl + a3d2el + (a2e3 - a3d2e2) ra, 
cl = e2 (a2 + a 3 d2) , 
c2 = e3 (a2 + a 3 d2) ' 
CJ = e4(a2 + a 3 d2) ' 
-· 
c4 = a3d3, 
c5 = e2 3(a2 + a3d2), 
}.3 = ;(1 +..t2 <1-h). 
Unlike Dixon and Thirlwall's model, the impact on the 
equilibrium growth rate of output of changes in the 
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exogenous variables ( wt, Ptt, Zt, nt) depends upon the sign 
of the crowding-out coefficient. It will also be 
demonstrated below that the stability of the growth rate of 
regional output in a disequilibrium situation depends upon 
the crowding-out coefficient. The derivation of the 
comparative-static properties of the growth rate is post-
poned until the stability conditions are analyzed. 
Adopting Dixon and Thirlwall's methodology, the stabil-
ity conditions for the growth of output can be determined by 
assuming a one-period lag in thE:! response of exports to its 
determinants. In which case equation (3.5 1 ) specifies the 
growth rate of exports. The growth path for output derived 
in Appendix A is 
(3.20) 
where g0 is the initial growth rate. Its stability depends 
on whether (-c5 ) is greater than unity (instability) or less 
than unity (stable). That is whether 
< 
{ -c5) > 1 
or 
-e2 ;t3 (a2+a3d2) ~ l 





Like Dixon and Thirlwall's model, this model's stability 
condition depends on the product of the price elasticity 
of exports, the Verdoorn coefficient, and the elasticity of 
output with respect to exports. Note, however, that this 
latter term is adjusted by a term that contains the 
crowding-out coefficient (a2 + a3d2). When there are no 
intersector relationships between the sectors growth rates 
(d2 = 0), this model stability condition is identical to 
Dixon and Thirlwall's model. 
To interpret the stability conditions, consider the 






)xt __ , 





= , = 
J9t dxt 
Substitution of these partial derivates into equation 
( 3 • 21 ) y i e 1 ds 
-1 
(3.22) 
4 · r · · 
~Note an express1on ror cont1nucus change lS be1ng used 
to describe an essentially discontir.uous process. 
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Equation {3.22) shows that the likelihood of instability is 
greater the larger the Verdoorn effect and the price elasti-
city of exports since this means a smaller denominator on 
the right. Also the la~ger the crowding-out effect the 
smaller the expression on the left, therefore, decreasing 
the likelihood of instability. 
The stability condition enables the comparative-static 
properties of the model to be analyzed. These properties 
are derived in Appendix A and summarized in Table II. The 
comparative static properties depend on the stability of the 
growth path, the sign, and magnitude of the crowding-out 
coefficient. In general, a negative crowding-out 
coefficient, d2 , indicating the presence of crowding-out, 
implies the comparative-static properties depend on the 
stability condition and on whether the crowding-out coef-
ficient working though the domestic-lead growth term, a3d2, 
domi~ates the export-leaa-growth co~fficient, a2. For 
example, suppose there is a stable growth path and the wage 
declines so that there is an increase in the growth rate of 
exports. As the export sector expands its production, 
resources will flow out of tile domestic sector reducing the 
production of local goods. The net impact on the growth 
rate of regional output of the expanding export sector and 
contracting domestic sector depends on the relative magni-
tudes of these changes. The growth rates of regional output 
and the wage rate will be directly related if the domestic 
sec tor contracts more than the export sec tor expands, i.e. 
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TABLE II 
COMPARATIVE-STATIC QUALITATIVE PROPERTIES OF THE 
THE EQUILIBRIUM GROWTH RATE OF REGIONAL OUTPUT 
v 
A STABLE GROWTH GROWTH PATH NOT 
R PATH STABLE 
I 
A 
B PRESENCE ABSENCE PRESENCE ABSENCE 
L OF OF OF OF 
E CROWDING- CROWDING- CROWDING- CROWDING-
s OUT OUT OUT OUT 
- -
9t fa 2( >}a 3 d21 ja 2! < ja 3 d2/ 
-- - + ----- ------
Wt 
+ + 
ja2f < /a3 d2j ja 2! > la 3 d2J 
+ + 
9t ja21 > )a3d2j F 2( < Ia 3 d2 l 
+ ------ --- -----
Pft -
Ja2f < fa3d2J 
I 
Ja2 \> Ja3d2J 
+ + 
9t fa2J >fa3d2f ja2f < ia3d2j 
-- + ------ ------Zt - -
a2 < a3d2 \a2 \ > \a3d2\ 
. 9t 
-- + + - -
nt 
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la2 I< ja3d2 I. On the other hand, they will be inversely 
related if the export sector expands more than the domestic 
sector contracts, i.e. la2 I> ja3d2 I. When crowding-out 
is absence and the growth path is stable, both the export 
and the domestic sector will be expanding as a consequence 
of the decline in the growth rate of wages. The growth rate 
of regional output will be increasing and, thus, inversely 
related to the growth rate of wages. When the growth path 
of output is not stable, the qualitative properties of the 
growth rate of output with respect to changes in the growth 
rate of wages will have the opposite sign of their counter-
parts for a stable growth path. 
A similar analysis can be applied to the comparative-
static properties of a change in the growth rates of the 
foreign price and world income. The initial effect of a 
change in either of these variables is to cause a 
corresponding change in the production of exports. Thus, 
for example, given a stable growth path, an increase in the 
growth rate of world income would cause a increase in the 
growth r~ te of exports. In the presence of crov;ding-out, 
the growth rate of the domestic sector's output would 
decline as resources flowed to the expanding export sec tor. 
If this contraction in output offsets the expansion in the 
export sector, there would be an inverse relationship bet-
ween the growth rates of regional output and world income. 
However, if the output of ·the domestic sector contracted 
less than the expansion in the export sector or if it 
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expanded as in the case of no crowding-out, there would be a 
direct relationship between the growth rates of regional 
output and world income. 
Turning to the influence of changing population growth 
rates on the growth rate of regional output, the 
comparative-static properties depend solely on the stabil-
ity of the growth path of output. Since regional popula-
tion growth does not affect the export sector and domestic 
production is directly related to these changes, there will 
be a positive relationship between the growth rates of 
regional output and popula.tion when the growth path is 
stable and an inverse relationship when it is not. 
Notice that in the analysis of the stability condition 
it was found that the explosive growth of output was more 
likely when the crowding-out effect was absent. Thus, when 
the growth path of output is not stable and crowding-out is 
absent, the likelihood of cumulative growth is greatest. 
Examination of the comparative-static properties under 
these conditions shows nonintuitive results. The growth 
rate of regional output is directly related to the growth 
rate of wages and inversely ~elated to the growth rates of 
foreign price, world income, and population. Because these 
results are not intuitive, it does not invalidate the idea 




The foregoing analysis has developed the conditions for 
cumulative growth. Embodied in the analysis has been the 
assumption that will enable the validity of the cumulative 
causation thesis to be determined. 
Since cumulative growth is essentially an endogenous 
growth process, it needs a trigger mechanism to start the 
growth process. The model assumes that changes in the 
growth of exports triggers the cumulative growth process. 
Thus, the export-led growth coefficient must be positive to 
have ClliuUlative growth. To substain and internalize the 
·growth process, the Verdoorn effect and efficiency wage must 
be operating. For the Verdoorn ef feet to be valid, there 
must be a positive relationship between the growth rate of 
the average product of labor and the growth rate of output. 
To transmit the Verdoorn effect to the export sector, the 
efficiency wage must have a negative effect on price, and 
price must be inverseJy related to exports. Thus, the coef-
ficient representing the own price elasticity of exports 
must be negative. The economy must diverge from its long-
run equilibrium growth rate when there is an exogenous 
change in exports. This requires explosive instability in 
the disequilibrium adjustment. 
Summary 
Tr;e cumulative chusa tion thesis asset"L:> that the eco-
nomic growth process .is a disequilibrium process promoting 
divergent growth substained by endogenous factors. The 
chief endogenous mechanism is the Verdoorn effect. In 
regard to regional economic growth, the cumulative model 
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has been presented as a modified export-base model where the 
Verdoorn effect translates the initial growth impluse into a 
sustained growth through the endogenous efficiency wage. 
·The Verdoorn effect and efficiency wage combine to cause 
the volume of exports to become endogenous. A multiplier 
effect spreads this growth process originating in the export 
secto.r to the remaining sectors of the economy. 
An extended two sector cumulative regional growth model 
incorporating the growth rate of capital according to the 
accelerator principle of investment and the possibility of 
crowding-out of production for local consumption by the 
export sector has been analyzed. The a priori restrictions 
on the coefficients of the model create a favorable environ-
ment for cumulative growth. Dynamic instability in the 
disequilibrium adjustment of the growth rate of regional 
output insures the economy will diverge fro@ its equilibrium 
growth path as required by the cumulative causation thesis. 
Thus, it is necessary and sufficient for cumulative regional 
growth that the a priori restrictions be satisfied and that 
there be instability in the economy. 
CHAPTER IV 
THE CUMULATIVE CAUSATION THESIS: AN 
EMPIRICAL SPECIFICATION AND ANALYSIS 
Introduction 
This chapter undertakes an empirical analysis of the 
extended cumulative causation model. This entails an exami-
nation of its econometric properties in order to determine 
an appropriate estimator. The model is estimated with a 
two-stage least squares {2SLS) estimator using time series 
from five states and five urban areas. The estimated 
parameters of the model allow the hypotheses of the previous 
chapter to be tested to examine the validity of the cumula-
tive causation thesis as a theory of regional growth. 
The Empirical Properties 
of the Extended Model 
The statistical preliminaries to the estimation of 
the extended model are developed in this section. The 
empirical structural equations are specified and solved for 
their reduced form. Since the extended cumulative causation 
model is a simultaneous system of equations, the condition 
of identitication for each equation must be analyzed. These 
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conditions imply that the 2SLS estimator is appropriate. 
Specification 
The extended model of cumulative regional growth can 
be converted into an econometric model by the addition of 
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a stochastic disturbance term to all equations except those 
representing a definition. Following the standard specifi-
cation for a system of equations the disturbance terms are 
assumed to be independent norftlally distributed random 
variables with zero means and a constant covariance matrix 
(Intriligator, 1978). Letting Uit' i = 1, 2, ••• , 5 be the 
disturbance terms at time t, the empirical form of the 
extended cumulative causation model is 
gt. = al + a2xt + a3dt + 
Xt = el + e2Pdt + e2Pft 
Pctt = Wt - rt, 
r.t = ra + ;llgt + A2Vt + 
Vt = 9t - kt, 
kt = hgt + U4t' 










( 4. 5) 
(4.6) 
(·4. 7) 
The endogenous variables are gt, Xt, Pdt, rt, Vt, kt, and 
dt, while the predetermined variables, the exogeneous and 
the lagged endogenous variables, are Pftr zt, wt, and nt· 
Since the number of equations is the same as the number of 
endogenous variables, the system of equations is complete. 
Equations (4.3) and (4.5} are deterministic and need 
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not be estimated directly. Equation (4.6) can be elimi-
nated by substitution. To eliminate these equations, 
substitute equation (4.3) into equation (4.2), equation 
(4.6) into equation (4.5), and equation (4.5) into equation 
(4.4). After simplification, the simultaneous system of 
equations becomes 
where 
( 4. 8) 
( 4 • 9 ) 
(4.10) 
{4.11) 
In Appendix A the reduced form for the non-stochastic 
equations (4.8)-(4.11) has been derived. With the addition 
to that specification of stochastic disturbance terms, u'it 1 
i = 1, 2 1 3 1 4, that are assumed to be independent normally 
distributed random variables vli tn zero means and a constant 
covarianGe ma rtix 1 the reduced- form equations for ( 4. 8 )-
(4.11) bec0111es in matrix notation 
= + (u: u::~ u 2t u'3t 
U I 4t 




In a siniultaneous system of equations, the identifi-
cation problem concerns whether the estimates of an equa-
tion's structural parameters and the parameter's covariance 
matrix are deducible from the estimated parameters of the 
reduced-form equation {Intriligator, 1978). vlhen a deriva-
tion is possible, the equation is said to be identified. 
An equation is just-identified when a unique set of struc-
tural parameters can be derived from the estimated reduced-
form equation. The equation is overidentified when the 
derivation yields more than one set of structural pararam-
eters. When a derivation is impossible, the equation is 
said to be underidentified in which case the structural 
parameters cannot be estimated. 
One approach for determining the identification prop-
erty of a particular equation is based upon zero restric-
tions on the structural parameters (Theil, 1971). This 
method assumes that a sufficient r.umuer of structural param-
eters vanish in each equation to enable its identification. 
The order condition of identification gives a necessary con-
dition for identification in terms of the number of 
vanishing structural parameters. An equation is 
just-identified when the number of predetermined variables 
in the system of equations excluded from the equation equals 
the number of included endogenous variables less one (Theil, 
1971). If the numoer of excluaeo predetermined variables 
exceeda the number of included endogenous variables less 
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one, the equation is overidentified. When neither condition 
holds, the equation is underidentified. 
In the extended cumulative causation model, given by 
equations (4.8)-(4.11), the predetermined variables are Wt, 
zt, nt, Pft, and the constant term. For each equation in 
the system, the numbe~ of excluded predetermined variables 
exceeds the number of included endogenous variables less 
one. Thus, each equation is overidentified. 
Since the order condition is a necessary condition, it 
is not sufficient to ensure identification. The rank con-
dition of identification is necessary and sufficient for 
identification (Theil, 1971). Appendix B develops the rank 
conditions and tests the extended model ·in regards to these 
conditions. The results of these tests show that each 
equation is overidentified. 
Two-Stage Least Squares Estimator 
The 2SLS estimator can be used to estimate structural 
equations that are over-identified, and will be used to esti-
mate the extended model of cumulative growth. It is a con-
sistent estimator of overidentified and just-identified 
equations, but it is biased (Intriligator, 1978). The bias 
of the estimator is the result of the nature of a simulta-
neous system of equations where there is at least one 
explanatory variable in one equation that is an endogenous 
variable in another equation. In this case these variables 
are not ind•2pend;;mt of the di;:>tut:bance term(s). 
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Two qualifications must be made about the, 2SLS 
estimator. Since the estimates of the structural parameters 
are biased, the t-sta tis tic used to test the significance 
of the estimates will also be biased (Cassidy, 1981). 
However, according to Cassidy, "t<iost researchers use the 
usual t-sta tis tic computed from 2SLS estimates with the 
knowledge that they are usually approximately correct" 
(Cassidy, 1981, p. 230). The other qualification con-
cerns the interpretation of the coefficient of determi-
nation, R2. The R2 for a 2SLS estimator is based upon two 
sets of regressions, the first and second stage, and thus 
does not have the normal interpretation as the proportion of 
the variance explained by the regression (Intriligator, 
1978). Therefore, the F-test for the significance of the 
regression equation is not appropriate. 
The estimation of the cumulative causation model 
requ~res using time series. There will, thus, be a likeli-
hood of serial correlation of the disturbance terms. Serial 
correlation means the disturbance terms will not be indepen-
dent of one another, which is a violation the classical 
assumptions of the least squares model (Intriligator, 1978). 
The presence of serial correlation implies a biased estimate 
of the variance of the estimated parameters and, therefore, 
invalid statistical test of significance {Intriligator, 
1978). To test for the presence oZ serial correlation, the 




The data requirements of the curnula ti ve growth model 
given by equations (4. 8)-{4.11) preclude its estimation. In 
particular, the model requires regional output data at both 
the aggregate level and by sector. Unfortunately, this data 
does not exist in sufficient quantity for the sample areas 
of this study; however, employment data are available 
and will be used to test the cumulative causation thesis. 
The use of this data requires respecifying the curnula tive 
growth model to allow for the possibilty of cumulative 
growth in employment. 
A Model of Cumulative Growth 
in Employment 
-The models that are developed, analyzed, and estimated 
in this section modify the extended model cumulative of 
growth so that the possibility of c·umulative employment 
growth can be tested. Since there are differences in the 
availability of published data for state and urban areas of 
this study, state and urban models are specified. 
State Hodel 
A model of the cwnulative growth in the spirit of the 
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where the aiJ 's are the parameters to be estimated and Uit' 
i = 1, 2, ••. , 6 are the independent normally distributed 
disturbance terms with zero means and a constant covariance 
matrix. 
Equation { 4.12) specifies the growth rate in total 
employment at time t. The equation simply states that the 
sum of the weighted growth rates of the various sectors of 
the state economy equals the total employment growth rate. 
•rhese sec tors are the manufacturing (MANU) 1 nonmanufac turing 
(NOMAN), mining (MIN), and agricult~ral (AGE). Since the 
mining and agricultural sectors are natural resource based 
sectors, their employment levels are assumed to be exogen-
ously determined. In other words, employment growth in 
these sectors is assumed to be independent of the 
employment growth in the manufacturing and nonmanufacturing 
sectors. The employment growth rates in the manufacturing 
and nonmanufacturing sectors are endogenous variables. 
The estimated constant term should be forced to zero by this 
specification because of the absence of autonoiUous 
employment growth.l The remaining parameters are the 
weights of the respective sectors' contribution to the 
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employment growth. They are expected to be positive and sum 
to unity. 
Equations (4.13)-(4.16) modify the cumulative growth 
model so that the manufacturing sector becomes the source of 
the cumulative growth. In equation (4.13) the growth rate 
of manufacturing employment depends upon the endogenously 
determined growth rate of basic employment in the manufac-
turing sector (BMANU) and on the state's growth rate of per 
capita personal income (PIPC) lagged one period. This spec-
ification presumes that BMANU represents export-related 
employment growth in manufacturing while lagged PIPC 
approximates employment growth associated with non-export 
activity. There is a theoretical and an empirical rationale 
for ~electing this latter variable. At the theoretical 
level, personal income measures the sum of all factor 
payments received by the factors of production used in pro-
ducing the states' output.2 By converting this 
lrn the estirr.ation of this equation, employment in the 
government sector was excluded so that the constant term was 
not forced to zero. 
2strictly, "personal income is the sum of wage and 
salary disbursements, other labor income, proprietors 
income with inventory valuation and capital consumption 
allowances, rental income of persons with capital con-
s umpticn a dj us tr:.en t, perso;ldl di v idenc1 incor .. ~e, personal 
~nterest income, and transfer payments less personal 
contribution for social insurance" (Survey of Current 
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measure into per capita terms, a measure of the level of 
economic activity at the individual level as well as indivi-
dual purchasing power is obtained. If the state residents 
purchase their manufactured goods, then the growth rate of 
PIPC can be used to approximate the growth in manufacturing 
employment resulting from the growth in local consumption of 
manufactured goods. Given these considerations, the 
expected sign of lagged PIPC is positive because manufac-
tured goods are expected to be normal goods. The expected 
sign of the coefficient for BMANU is positive because given 
the other determinants of MANU an increase in BMANU would 
cause a corresponding increase in HANU. 
Equation (4.14) is from the previou~ model. It is the 
export demand equation for the determination of the growth 
rate in basic employment in manufacturing. The efficiency 
wage (EW) is, in effect, a measure of profitability. If it 
declines, one Hould expect export employment to increase. 
Therefore, its expected sign is negative. The exogenous 
variables are. the growth rates of per capita national 
disposable income (NDIPC) and the manufacturing price index 
(DMANU). They control for conditions in the national 
market. Given a national market for export goods, one would 
expect that an increase in NDIPC would result in a 
correspo~ding increase in the purchase of manufactured 
Business. August, 1982, p. 49). Per capita personal income 
uses resldent population as of July 1 <.survey _s>f Current 
Busine~s. August, 1982). 
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goods. Therefore, the expected sign of NDIPC ~s positive. 
The sign of DMANU is expected to be negative since, other 
things equal, there is an inverse relationship between the 
price and the quantity of manufacturing goods purchased so 
that as the growth rate of price changed purchases would 
change in the opposite direction and so would the growth of 
·basic employment. 
Equation (4.15) tests for the Verdoorn effect which is 
the expected positive relationship between the growth rates 
in labor productivity (VANHR) and value-added (VA). The 
growth rate in the number bf employees per establishment 
(GMEPF) is a proxy for internal economies of scale. The 
variable, in effect, controls for the advantages of spe-
cialization and the division of labor that result as the 
number of employees per establishment increas~. One would 
expect a positive sign if internal economies are present. 
Equation {4.16) is a neoclassical production function 
specifying the growth rate of manufacturing output (VA). It 
depends on the endogenous growth of manufacturing employment 
and the exogenous growth rate of the capital stock (CE). 
The exogenous treatment of th.e capital stock is an as sump-
tion which is made for its empirical simplicity and to main-
tain the labor-oriented spirit of the model.3 The expected 
signs of the variable's coefficients are positive. 
3rn Appendix D it is shown that the major qualita-
tive results of this study are not affected by an endo-
genous treatment of capital. 
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Equation (4.17) adapts a reduced-form equ9tion from 
Gerking and Isserman's (1981) export-base model. A major 
issue addressed by this equation is whether employment 
growth in the manufacturing sector spills over into the non-
manufacturing sector creating conditions for the cumulative 
growth in total employment or whether it crowds out non-
manufacturing employment preventing the cumulative growth of 
total employment. Thus 1 the endogenous variable t'1ANU and 
the predetermined variable MANUt-1 are included in the 
equation. Positive coefficients for either variable indi-
cate the absence of crowding-out, while negative coef-
:t icien ts indicate its presence. 'l'he purpose of the growth 
rate of lagged total employment (TOTEMt-i> is to determine 
whether a labor supply constraint retards the growth of non-
manufacturing employment ( NONl'lAN) 1 increasing the likelihood 
of crowding-out. Interpreting the variable as an indicator 
of the tightness of the labor market, a negative sign indi-
cates the presence of a labor supply constraint and a posi-
tive sign its absence. The population growth rate (POP) is 
included .to control for the local n1at-ket serviced by the 
nonmanufacturing sector. As population increases, so does 
the market for nonmanufacturing goods so that one would 
expect a ~ositive sign for this variable. 
The process of cumulative growth postulated by the 
model proceeds in the follov;ing manner. Assume that an 
increase in the demand for ·Inanufacturing exports triggers 
the cumulati~e growth process. To satisfy this new demand 
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there are increases in the growth rates of export-related 
employment, manufacturing employme;:1t, and, therefore, manu-
facturing output. As the growth rate of manufacturing out-
put increases, the Verdoorn effect causes a corresponding 
increase in the growth rate of labor productivity. Given a 
nationally determined wage rate, the increase in labor pro-
ductivity causes exports to become more profitable and, 
therefore, causes further increases in exports and export-
related employrnen t. · Thus, there is curnula ti ve growth in 
employment and output. This process of cumulative yrowth in 
the 1nanufacturing sector is a precondition for cumulative 
growth in total employment growth. For cumulative growth in 
total employment, another precondition is the absence of 
crowding-out of nonmanufacturing employment. To ensure the 
economy diverges from its equilibrium growth rate in total 
employment, the disequilibrium adjustments must be 
explosive. 
Table III summarizes the expected signs of the model's 
variables. When the theoretical analysis suygests a partic-
ular sign, the appropriate t-test to determine the signifi-
cance of the variable is a one-tailed test. A two-tailed 
test is appropriate when theory suggests the variable can 
have either a positive or a negative sign as in the case of 
crowding-out. 
There are a total of eleven predetermined variables 
(the ten listc::a in talJlc~ III anu the vv'age rate) and seven 
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TABLE III 
EXPECTED SIGNS OF THE VARIABLES IN THE 
MODEL OF CUMULATIVE EMPLOYMENT 
GROWTH 
EQUATION VARIABLE SIGN t-test 
PRECONDITIONS . 
4.13 BMANUt + one-tailed 
4.14 EWt one-tailed 
4.15 VAt + one-tailed 
4.16 f.'IANUt + one- tailed 
CROWDING-OUT 
4.17 MANDt + two-tailed -
4 .17· MANUt-1 + two-tailed -
EXOGENOUS 
4.12 MINt + one-tailed 
4.12 A GEt + one-tailed 
4.13 PIPCt-1 + two- tailed 
4.14 NDIPCt + two- tailed 
4.15 GMEPFt + two-tailed 
4.16 CEt + one-tailed 
4.17 POPt + two-tailed 
4.17 TOTEMt-1 + two-tailed -
OTHER --
4.13 r·1ANU t + one- tailed 
4.13 NOMANt + one- tailed 
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endogenous variables in this model.4 Since in-each equation 
the number of excluded predetermined variables exceeds the 
number of included endogenous variables less one, each 
equation in the model is overidentified. The equations also 
satisfy the rank-condition of identification. This property 
is analyzed in Appendix B. 
The dynamic properties of the model can be analyzed by 
solving the structural equations for their reduced-form 
equations and then solving the resulting difference equa-
tions to determine the equilibrium 9rowth paths of the 
endogenous variables. In particular, the reduced-form 
equation for the growth rate of total employment and its 
equilibrium growth rate must be derived to test the stabil-
ity condition. 
As in the other models of cumulative growth, repeated 
substitution of equation {4.13)-(4.17) into equation {4.12) 
yields the reduced-form equation for TOTEM. An alternative 
approach with greater computation simplicity is to write the 
system of equations in matrix form and use Cramer's rule to 
solve for the reduced-form equation for TOTEH (Chiang, 
1976). Using this latter approach, the reduced-form 
equation for TOTEM written as a ratio of two determinants is 
4The seventh endogenous variable is the effi-
ciency wage. Since the efficiency wage is an identity, 
its specification, given by equation (4.3), has been 
suppressed. 
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E4.12-a12 -a13 0 0 0 
E4.13 1 0 -a22 0 0 
E4.14 0 0 1 a32 0 
E4.15 0 0 0 1 -a42 
E4.16-a52 0 0 0 1 
1 0 0 0 E4.17-a62 
TOTEMt = I (4.18) 
1 -a12 -a13 0 0 0 
0 1 0 -a22 0 0 
0 0 0 1 a32 0 
0 0 0 0 1 -a42 
0 -asl 0 0 0 1 
0 -a62 1 0 0 0 
where E4.12' E4 .13' ••• , E4 .17 are the sums of the _respec-
tive equations constant and predetermined variables, i.e., 
equations {4.12)-4.17). Calculating the values of the two 
determinants in equation (4.18) and simplifying yields in 
matrix form the reduced-form equation for TOTEMt, 















+a22a13a32a52 a42u.61+a13a6l 1 
Bl = a14+a22a3/.a14+a22a32a42a52a14, 
B2 = als+a22a32a1s+a22a32a42a52a15, 
B3 = a62a13+a12a32' 
B4 = a22a13a62a32+a22a12a32, 
Bs = a22a13a62a33+a22a12a33' 
B6 = a22a13a62a44+a22a12a34 1 
B7 = -(a22a13a32a62a42a43+a22a32a42a12a43l' 
Ba = -(a22a31a32a62a42a53+a22a32a42a15a53), 
Bg = a22al3a32a52a42a63+al3a63' 
B1o= a22a13a32a52a42a64+a13a64' 
B11= a22a13a32a52a42a6s+a13a6S 1 
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Equation (4.19) is a first-order difference equation in 
terms of TOTEM. Following the procedure of Chapter III and 
Appendix A for solving this type of equation, the equilib-
rium growth path of TOTEM is given by 
TOTEMt = (TOTEHo - 'i'O'l'EMe) &Bll \t + TOTEMe, (4.20) 
1~ 
for B12 f -1, where TOTEM0 is the initial value of TOTEM and 
TOTEMe is the equilibrium grm·1th rate v1hich is 
















The stability of the growth path depends on whether the 
absolute value of B11/(l + B12) is less than unity. When 
the structure parameters are substituted into the stability 
conditions and after simplification, the condition becomes 
If the structure parameters are interpreted as partial 





The stability of the growth path of TOTEM depends on the 
magnitudes of the induced nonmanufacturing growth from the 
previous period's total employr.lent growth and on the induced 
total employment growth from current nonmanufacturing 
growthu This result shows that although the equilibrium 
growth rate in total ereployment is dependent on manufac-
turing emplop~ent growth and the cumulative growth process 
in the li1anufacturing sector, tbe stability of the 
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equilibrium growth path is determined solely by the non-
manufacturing sector. Intuitively, this result is 
appealing. ~Jhile curnula ti ve growth in manufacturing 
employment is a distinct possibility, it does not guarantee 
cumulative growth of total employment due to the possibility 
of the crowding-out of nonmanufacturing employment. If, 
however, growth in manufacturing employment results in total 
employment growth and this in turn induces future nonmanu-
facturing employment which results in further total 
employment growth, then the cumulative growth process in the 
manufacturing sector spills over into the nonmanufacturing 
sector. Employrrlent growth in the nonmanufacturing sector 
becomes cumulative. For such d process to occur, the growth 
path of total employment must be explosive. 
Urban Model 
As mentioned earlier, due to differences in the availa-
bility of data between the state and urban areas in this 
study, a different specification is needed to test for the 
cumulative grmvth in employment. The specification for the 
urban model of cumulative employment growth is 
TOTEMt = all+a1 2MANUt+a13NOMANt+a14MINt+ult' 
MANDt= a21+a22BMANUt+u2tr 
BMANUt = a31 +a32EWt+a33DNANUt+a34NDIPCt+u3t, 
VAMHRt = a51+as2VAt+a53GMEPFt+u4t' 
VAt = a 51+a 52MANUt+a 53 CEt+u5 t, 
NOMANt = a61+a62MANUt+a63MANUt-l 








where as before the aiJ•s are the parameters to be estimated 
and the, Uit' i= 1, 2, ••• , 6 are the independent normally 
distributed disturbance terms with zero means and a constant 
covariance matrix. The only exception to this specification 
is for Joplin. The mining sector is absent in the Joplin 
area so this variable is excluded from Joplin 1 s 
specification. Except for Joplin, a comparison of the state 
and urban models shows that the only differences are the 
excluded predetermined variables AGEt, PIPCt-1' and POPt in 
equations (4.22), (4.23), and (4.28), respectively. The 
exclusion of these variables does noc affect the identifi-
cation of the equations of the model or change the fundamen-
tals of the dynamic analysis. To make the dynamic analysis 
of the state corresponding to the urban model, set B2 , 
B3 and Bg equal to zero in equations {4.19} and {4.21). For 
Joplin also set B1 equal to zero in these equations. This 
will affect the equilibrium growth rate and growth path, but 
it does not change the model•s stability condition. This 
latter prop+.::J;ty is r-elevant for testinr:3 tur- cuw1Jlative 
growth .of employment. 
Empirical Analysis and Findings 
The ewpirical work is presented in two sections. 
First, the data used in the analysis are developed; and 
second, the results are presented. 
Data 
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The sample space consists of five states (California, 
Michigan, Missouri, Oklahoma, Texas), four SMSA's (Detroit, 
Houston, Kansas City, Springfield, Missouri), and the urban area 
of Joplin, Ho. (Jasper and Newton Counties). Annual time 
series for each variable are constructed with the length of 
·the time series varying over the sample space due t0 the 
lack of annual observation for several of the urban 
economies. The data are for the period 1958-1977 for the 
states, Kansas City, and Detroit. The time period for 
Joplin, Springfield, and Houston are 1963-1976, 1965-1976, 
1965-1977, respectively. 
'I'he non3.gricul ture ernploymen t data were obtained 
from Employmen~ and ~arnings, Sta_t_~§: and Areas, 1938-1978 
{Bureau of Labor Statistics, 1979) with the exception of the 
Joplin area where the data were obtained from Missouri Area 
Labor Trends (Missouri Department of Labor and Industrial 
Relations). The employment sector definitions used in these 
publications were maintained in this study. The sum of 
employment in the wholesale-retail trade, finance, 
insurance, rrc::c::l esta t.c:, con.:~t.ruction, and tlt':: St~rvice sec--
tors equals NOMAN employment. TOTEl>l equ.=.tls the sum of 
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nonagricul ture and agriculture er.1ployment. Agriculture 
employment is from Agricultural Statistics (United States 
Department of Agriculture). 
Export-related employment in manufacturing is calcu-
lated using the location quotient approach discussed in 
Chapter II. For the state economy the reference area is the 
national economy. With the exception of Kansas City, the 
reference economy for each urban area is the corresponding 
state economy. Since the Kansas City SNSA is located in 
both Kansas and Nissouri, its reference economy is the 
average of the manufacturing employment in both states. 
'l'able IV shows manufacturing employment, export-related 
employment and the percent of export-related employment in 
manufacturing for the beginning and terminal years of the 
study. In a number of cases, the calculated export-
reLl ted employment is negative indicating that the ratio of 
manufacturing employment to total employment is less than 
the reference area's ratio. In export-base studies this 
means basic employment is zero, and the calculation is 
disregarded. Since this study concerns the growth of 
export-related employment, the calculations are not disre-
garded but used to calculate the annual percentage growth 
rate. Thus, for example, when the negative estimate 
increased over consecutive years indicating the area had 
become more concentrated in manufacturing relative to its 
annual percentage growth rate of export-r~lated employment 
TABLE IV 
MANUFACTURING AND EXPORT-RELATED EMPLOYMENT 
BEGINNING YEAR TERMINAL YEAR 
MANFACTURING EXPORT-RELA'l'ED PERCEN'rAGE1 HANUFACTURING EXPORT-1{8LATED PERCENT AGEl 
EMPLOYHENT EfvlPLOYMEN'r EMPLOYMENT· El11PLOYMENT 
( ·rhousands) (Thousands) ( 'I'housands) (Thousands) 
----
CA. 1217.4 -180.1 14.8'5 1728.1 -409.4 26,6% 
MI. 887.3 202.6 22.8 1056.7 25~.3 23.2 
MO. 337.3 -67.5 20.2 439.6 -23.3 5.3 
OK. 85.1 -87.3 102.6 163.0 -78.5 48.1 
·rx. 460.7 -302.7 65.7 t;93.5 -326.4 33.6 
DE. 447.8 120.1 25.3 568.7 149.4 26.2 
HO. 111.3 6.93 6.2 195.1 -18.6 9.5 
JO. 7.0 .472 6.6 10.8 .469 4.3 
KC. 99.3 -15.7 15.8 119.7 -28.3 23.6 
SP. 11.8 .959 8.1 18.3 .721 3.9 
\.0 
Vl 
lrrhe percentage was calculated using the absolute vaule of the export-related employment. 
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(BMANU). The percentage of export-related employment is 
calculated to determine whether it is such a large fraction 
of employment that, in effect, equations (4.13) and {4.23) 
are identities. With the exception of Texas and Oklahoma, 
the percentages do not indicate this possibility since the 
highest percent is 33.6 percent for Detroit's terminal year. 
For Texas and Oklahoma the percentages decline over the 
period of the study while manufacturing employment 
increased. Therefore, there are other determinants of manu-
facturing employment besides export-related employment. 
Value-added (VA), new plant and equipment expenditures 
( CE) , hourly wage in manufacturing ( vJN) , and pro due tion 
worker hours data were obtained from the Census of 
Manufacturing (Bureau of Labor Statistic, 1977) and selected 
years of the Annual ?urve;t .£!. !~~~ufacturing (U.s. Bureau of 
the Census). 5 State per capita personal income data were 
obtained from the Survey of furE_ent Business (Bureau of 
Economic Analysis, 1982). 
GMEPF was calculated as the annual percentage change in 
the ratio of the number of manufacturing employees to the 
number of establishments. The data were obtained from the 
Annual Survey of Manufacturing (U.S. Bureau of the Census) 
SThe growth rate of plant and equipment expenditures is 
a proxy for the growth rate of the capital stock. This 
variable was chosen because of the lack of an appropriate 
initial capital stock to use in the calc~lation of the 
g rc.>·,~l t.h r·-:1 tt.: " 
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and Countv Business Patterns (U.S. Bureau of the Census). ------- . -
An~ual national disposable income per capita (NDIPC) 
was use~ for the world income variable and the producers 
price index (DMANU) for all manufacturing goods was used as 
the foreign price variable. In addition, real value-added, 
real wages, and real labor productivity in manufacturing 
were calculated using this price series. NDIPC was con-
verted into real terms using the implicit gross national 
product deflator. Real new plant and equipment expenditures 
were calculated using the fixed nonresidential investment 
deflator. The data source for the price series and NDIPC 
was the Economic ~~port to the ~resid~~t {U.S. Office of the 
President, 1982). 
The variable's annual percentage growth rates Here 
calculated and used in the regression analysis. Missing 
annual observations were interpolated using a linear inter-
polation method (Intriligator, 1978}. Annual labor produc-
tivity (VAMHR) was calculated by dividing the annual 
value-added by the annual number of production worker hours 
and then calculating the annual percentage growth rate. The 
efficiency wage ( E~'i) equals the difference between the 
annual percentage growth rates in w1•1 and VAMHR. 
Findings 
~he 2SLS estimator was used to estimate the structure 
equa tior.s of the model. v~hen ser-ial corr.ela U.on of the 
disturbance terms was suspected, the Cochrane-OrcuLt 
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transformation was est.i.ma ted by the 2SLS method suggested by 
Pindyck and Rubinfeld (1976) when there was a sufficient 
number of d)servations. Otherwise, the transformation was 
estimated by ordinary least squares (OLS). In a number of 
cases, the results of the 2SLS estimation of the transfer-
mation did not yield acceptable results. In these 
incidents the transformation was reestimated using OLS. 
The analysis of the findings proceeds in the following 
manner. First, the preconditions for the cumulative growth 
of manufacturing employme;1t and output are examined. This 
involves determining the statistical significance of the 
estimated coefficients of the variables EH, VA, BHANU, and 
MANU. Second, the magnitude oi the crowding-out effect 
must also be analyzed. This entails an examination of the 
statistical significance and magnitudes of the estimated 
coefficients in the structural equation for NOHAN. ~'Jhen the 
possibility of crowding-out is indicated, it must then be 
determined if it offsets .l1ANTJ' s influence on rl'OTEH by exam-
ining the magnitudes of the coefficients in equations 
(4.12) or (4.22}. Third, the stability coefficient is 
calculated to determine the nature of the growth path of 
TOTEM and to ascertain wheti1er the model satisfies the suf-
ficient condition for cumulative growth. Finally, tl1e other 
variables of the model are examined to determine their sta-
tisticAl significance. The findings are presented in 
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Table v.6 Appendix C exhibits the 2SLS estimates of the 
structural equations for v:hich serial correlation v1as 
indica ted. 
California. The statistical findings satisfy the 
precondit1ons for cumulative growth of manufacturing 
employment and output. The Verdoorn coefficient in (C. 4) 
proves to be positive as hypothesized and significant at the 
one percent level for a one-tailed test. For the same test 
but at the ten percent level of significance, the efficiency 
wage 1 s coefficient in (C.3) is negative as expected. BMANU 
is an important explanatory variable of Hl\.NU in a one-tailed 
test of the level of significance. 
The existence of crowding-out of nonmanufacturing 
employment by manufacturing is not indicated by (C.6). A 
complementary relationship between the growth of employment 
in these sectors is suggested by the highly significant 
coefficient of ~ffiNU. The remaining· coefficients of the 
equations are insignificant, but the sign of lagged I"1ANU 
suggest that it has a tendency to retard NOMANU. 
Using the point estimates of the coefficients, the 
calculated stability coefficient is .0775. This indicates 
a stable growth path for TOTEM that converges to the 
equilibrium growth rate. 
6rn the analysis of the findings, refcl.-ence 'dill be 
made to th•2 equati·)!'"l DlHtlue~~-s :i.n 'J..',::Dle \'. 
TABLE V 
REGRESSION EQUATIONS FOR THE MODEL OF CUMULATIVE 
GROv~TH OF Et\lPLOYtvlENT 
CALIFORNIA 
(C.1) 
'i'OTEMt * = • 0012+. 246f1ANUt+. 655NOl"lANt+. 0006IHNt+. 053AGEt 
(1.06)(14.3) (17.3) (3.71) (6.07) 
R2oLs= .99 s= .001 SSE= .00003 DW= 1.85 
F4,12= 6825 n= 18 TOTEM= .021 p= .314738 
(c. 2) 
.06lBMANUt + .0521PIPCt-1 
(3.75) (.111) 
s= • 034 SSE= • 015 D'h'= 2.11 






7. 93EHt + l. 78DMANUt + 4. 90NDIPCt 
(1.c7) (1.01) (.706) 
s= .169 SSE= .046 DW=l.90 
Bt-1ANU= - .113 
(C.4) 
VAi1HRt= -. 007 + • 7 41 VAt - • 600GNEPF t 
(.521) (3.47) (1.65) 
R2 2sLs= .43 s= .148 SSE= .021 DW= 2.00 
n = 18 VANHR= .027 
(C.5) 
VAt*= .016 + 1.72MANUt- .222CEt 
(1.27)(3.30) (1.41) 
R2 2sLs= .48 s=*.053 SSE= .044 
n= 17 VA= .027 p= .38612 
(c. 6) 
D\1= 2. 03 
:t::Ot1AN t== • 0 2 6+. 2 2 9:·•1ANU t+. 2 5.2 POP t-. 015!1ANi.J t-l + .119TOTEMt-l 
r (1.86)(3.53) (.7:L6) {.087) (.272) 
R22sLs= .55 s= .038 SSE= .001 DW= ~.08 
n== 18 NOi'l.AN= • 0 3 9 
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TABLE V (Continued) 
MICHIGAN 
( H.1) 
* TOTEMt = .0009+.343MANUt+.623NOMANt+.012MINt+.072AGEt 
(1.21)(50.7) (109.6) (1.52) (5.39) 
R2oLs= .99 s=.000002 SSE= .00004 DW= 1.74 
F5,13 = 6056 n= 18 TOTEM*= .022 p= .32096 
(M. 2) 
MANUt= -.007 + .323BMANUt + .292PIPCt-1 
(.615) (6.08) (1.24) 
R22SLS::: .69 s= .035 SSE= .019 Dvl= 1.85 
n= 18 MANU= .010 
( M. 3) 
BMANUt*= -.099 + 1.16EWt 
(.612) (.444) 
R2 2SLS~ .32 s= .1~1 




SSE= • 2 96 Dvl= 
.021 p= -.350103 
(M. 4) 
VAMHRt = .043 + .5f3VAt- .870GMEPFt 
( 1. 62) 
l. 90 
(.612) (6.37) (4.18) 
R22SLS= .73 s~ .027 SSE= .011 DW= 1.97 
n= 17 VAMHR= .024 
( M. 5) 
VAt= .024 + 1.619MANUt- .020CEt 
(1.27) (4.88) (.257) 
R22sLs= .63 s= .076 SSE= .093 
n= 18 VA= .039 
( M. 6) 
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NOl-lANt * = • 051- .155Ml'.NUt-. 5 91POPt+ l. 2 8MANUt-1 ~ l. OOTO'l'EMt-1 
(1.97)(.456) (.255) (3.86) (2.53) 
R22sLs= .60 ~= .057 SSB= .627 DW= 1.60 
n= 16 NOMAN = .034 P1= .19704 P2= -.180197 
TABLE V (Continued) 
MISSOURI 
(Ho.l) 
TO'I'EMt= -. 035+ .199MANUt+. 779~WtvlANt-. 016!-liNt+ .121AGEt 
(2.11)(8.44) (10.02) (1.59) (9.95) 
R22sLs= • 99 s= • 001 SSE= • 00003 Dvl= 2. 02 






.OOUBBMANUt + .610PIPCt-1 
(.570) (4.13) 
s= .029 SSE= .014 DW= 2.47 
HANU= .007 
(Mo.3) 
BI1ANUt *= -2.199 -1. 86 9E\·~t + 63. 7 DH.t\NUt + l. 621NDIPCt 
(.073) (1.42) (7.22) (.044) 
R2 2sLs= .78 s= 2.~92 SSE= 97.2 DW= 1.80 
n= 17 BNANU = 1.269 p= -.218262 
* VAMHRt = 
R2 2SLs= 
n= 17 
.043 + .430VAt 
(.064) (3.72) 
.47 s= .042 
* VAMHR = 
(M0.4) 
- • 255Gi'·1EPFt 
(.345) 
SSE= .030 DW= 2.40 
.041 p= -.388529 
(N0.5) 
VAt= .021 + 1.207MANUt + .ll1CEt 
(1.02) (2.36) (.631} 
R2 2sLs= .42 s= .083 SSE= .110 
n= 18 . VA= • 0 3 6 
(l10.6) 
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0 - * N NANt = • 02 46+. 2 86NANUt+ • 008POPt+. 398filANUt-l-. 468TOTEHt-l 
(6.07)(8.36) (3.30) (5.32) (1.70) 
.89 s= .002 SSE= .0004 DW= 1.65 
NOMAN*= .038 p1= -.2778 p2= -.2142 




{.384)(4.81) {2.97) (4.16) (9.22) 
R22SLs= .94 s= .OQ3 SSE= .066 DW= 1.93 
n= 16 TOTEM= .024 p1= .106076 P2= -.218412 
( 0. 2) 




.120BMANUt + .252PIPCt-l 
(1.84) (.644) 
s= . 029 SSE= . 013 DW= 2. 43 
MANU= .036 
( 0. 3) 
BMANUt= -.092 + .187EWt + .951DMANU~ 
(1.17) (.156) (1.54) ~ 
R22sLs= .18 s= .139 SSE= .290 
n= 18 BMANU= -.0004 




( 0. 4) 
.540VAt + .291GMEPFt 
(2.95) (.453) 
s= .001 SSE= .016 · 
VAMHH.= • 030 
( 0. 5) 
* VAt= .028 + .679MANUt + .150CEt 
(1.35) 
+ 2.355NDIPCt 
(. 97 6) 
b\Al= 2. 0 3 
DW= 1.79 
(.805) (1.23) 
R2 2sbs= .20 s= .064 
1 - * n= 6 VA= .088 




( 0. 6) 
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NOMANt= .021+.168MANUt-1.868POPt+.018MANUt-1+.226TOTEMt-1 
{4.68)(2.42) (.478) (.252) (1.48) 
R22SLS=.49 s= .008 SSE= .001 DW= 1.92 
n= 18 NOMAN= .031 
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TABLE V (Continued) 
TEXAS 
( T .1) 
TO'l'EMt*= -.00002 + .163MANUt +.712NOHANt +.046MINt +.122AGEt 
(.03B) (11.05) (114.0) 
R22sLs= .99 s= .021 SSE= .00005 DW= 
n= 17 TOTEM= .027 p= .199653 
(4.46) (8.01) 
2.19 
( T. 2} 
MANUt= .019 + .001BMANUt + .546PIPCt-1 
(.042) (1.47} (1.47) 
R22sLs= .12 s= .033 SSE= .017 DW= 2.46 
n= 18 MANU= .034 
('1'.3) 
BMANUt*= .123 + .796EWt 
(1.05) (.730) 
R22sLs= .21 s= .1~3 
n= 16 BMANU = 
- .505DMANUt- 2.473NDIPCt 
(.796) (1.22) 
SSE= .375 DW= 1.92 
-.047 P1= -.510292 P2= -.191654 
( T. 4) 
VAMHRt= .017 + .249VAt- .386GNEPFt 
(1.51) (1.48) (1.87) 
R22sLs= .30 s= .027 SSE= .012 DW= 1. 91 
n= 18 VAMHR= .029 
( T. 5) 
VAt= .035 + .766MANUt- .015CEt 
(2.40) (2.44) (.330) 
R2 2sLs= .32 s= .040 SSE= .026 DH= 1. 71 
n= 18 VA= .060 
( T. 6} 
NOMANt= • 019+. 237MANUt+. 003POPt+. 997MANUt_ 1-. 705rrOTEMt_ 1 
(.263)(.371) (1.43) (1.71) (2.06) 
R22SLs= .35 s= .063 SSE= .056 DW= 1.97 
n= 18 NOHAN= .042 
TABLE V (Continued) 
DETROIT 
(D.1) 
TOTEMt*= • 0003 + • 219NANUt + • 813NOlvlANt - .011MINt 
(.066) 
2.13 
(.816) (2.08) (9.69) 
R22sLs= .92 s= .Oi8 SSE= .004 DW= 
n= 16 TOTEM= .023 P1= .203812 P2= .15787 
(D. 2) 
MANUt*= .002 + .349BMANUt 
(.179) (1.64) 
R22sLs= .13 s= ·206 SSE= .071 DW= 1.49 
n= 17 MANU = .006 p= -.411354 
(D.3) 
BMANUt= -. 067 -1. 052EV'~t -. 059DHANUt + 
(2.27)(2.04) (.258) 
a2 2sLs= .47 s= .054 SSE= .043 
n= 18 BMANU= .008 
{D. 4) 
VAMHRt= .017 + .252VAt- 1.2lGMEPFt 
3.26NDIPCt. 
(3.65) 
DW= 1. 69 
(2.02) (4.18) (2.18) 
R22SLS= .63 s= .001 SSE= .018 DW= 1.92 
n= 18 VAMHR=.021 
(D. 5) 
VAt= .023 + 1.54MANUt- .009CEt 
(.993) (4.55) (.125) 
R2 2sLs= .56 s= .093 SSE= .140 
n= 18 VA= .035 





.212MANUt + .792MANUt-1 
(1.27) (2.66) 
s= .040 SSE= .025 
NOMAN= .027 
DW= 2.37 
- • 700'rO'I'CJvlt-l 
(3.97) 
DW= l. 89 
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TABLE V (Continued) 
HOUSTON 
( H .1) 
TO'fEMt*= -.002 + .199HANUt + .826NOMANt + .015HIN+-
(.978) (8.22) (24.03) (1.03) -
R2oLs= • 98 s= • 016 SSE= • 000002 Dh'= l. 77 
F3 , 6=1753 n= 10 TOTEM*= .063 p 1= -.09940 p 2= .057270 
(H.2) 
MANDt= .044 +.OOOBBMANUt 
(6.30)(.637) 
R2 2sLs= .04~ s=.022 SSE= .005 
n= 12 MANU= .042 
(H. 3) 
DW= l. 64 
BMANUt*= 82.68 - 14.058EWt- 65.4DMANUt -· 20.619NDIPCt 
(.256) (1.85} (2.06) (2.24) 
a20 Ls= .20 s= 3.66 .• ssE= 134.6 
F3,6= 15.9 n= 10 BMANU = -4.687 P1= 
(H. 4) 
* VANHRt -· -. 013 + • 603 VAt + • 541Gr-1EPF t 
(.800) (2.99) (1.01) 
R2oLs= .52 s= .030 SSE= *009 
F2.7=15.5 n= 10 VAZ.HIR = .032 
{H. 5) 
D\-1= 2.11 
-.27283 p 2=-.274918 
mv= 1. 57 
P1= -.318301 
VAt*= .090 - .498 MANUt 
(1.72) (.422) 
R2oLs= .04 s= .066 




* VA== .047 
DH= 1. 79 
p= -.153077 
(H. 6) 
NOHANt= -. 046 + • 204r•tANUt - • 307Iv1ANUt-1 + • 376TOT'EHt-1 
(1.29) (2.60) (.349) (.B78) 
R22SLs= .25 s= .014 SSE= .001 DW= 2.05 
n= 12 NOMAN= .063 
TABLE V (Continued) 
JOPLii~ 
( J .1) 
TO'rE[vlt*= -. 0009 + • 25HlANUt + 
(2.59) (56.3) 
R220LS~ .99 s=.OOl 
F2,9= 17171 n= 13 
.763NOHANt 
(75.6) 
SSE= *00001 Dh= 1.41 
TOTEM= .028 p= -.289241 
HANUt= .014 + 
(1.08) 
R22SLs= • 63 
n= 13 







s= .044 SSE= 
MANU= .029 
( J. 3) 
• O~D 
• 569E~'Jt - • 463Df.ll\.NUt -
{.738) (.099) 
s= 1.09 SSE= 11.9 
BHANU= .306 
(J.4) 
VAl•lHRt= -.025 + 1.90VAt + .0596MEPFt 
mv= 1. 81 
2.6lNDIPCt 
(.216) 
DW= 1. 89 
(.923) (15.9) (.211) 
R2zsLs= .96 s= .096 SSE= .102 DW= 2.29 
n= 13 VAMRR= .052 
VAt= -.024 + 1.47MANUt 
(.302) (1.42) 
R2 2sLs= .01 s= .262 
n= 13 VA= .073 




( J. 6) 






s= .031 SSE= .009 
NOMAN = .020 
D\1= 2. 23 
- • 4 7 3TO'fEHt_ 1 
(1.22) 
DW= 1. 88 
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TOTEMt= .C: ~006 + 
(.::9) 
R2 2SLS= · ~:· 9 
.234HANUt + 
(34.0) 
• 760NOf•1ANt + . 003.HINt 
(36.4) (1.26) 
s= .009 SSE== 
TOTEM= .023 




( K. 2) 
s= .043 SSE= .030 
MANU= .006 
( K. 3) 
DW= 2.23 
BHl~Nut*= • : ::CS + • 588Evjt -
(- .tJ7) (1.07) 
.58lDMANUt- .467NDIPCt 
R 2 2 S LS = , : .. 2 s= • 0 ~ 5 
n= 16 BMANU = 
(.479) (2.63) 
SSE= .068 DW= 2.06 
.029 p= -.448710 
( K. 4) 
VAt•lHRt= -.: :-.l + .669VAt + .0003Gi•lEPFt 
(.~16) (3.92) (.861) 
R2 -· = ~ s- 053 S"'P- 043 2SLS- · ~'* - • .:>...,- • DW= 2.06 
n= 17 VAfwlHR= .032 
(K.5) 
VAt= .024 - 1.58MANUt + .Ol2CEt 
(1.09 (3.25) {.077) 
R2 2sLs= ~~9 s~ .087 SSE= .114 DW= 2.26 
n; 17 VA= .035 
( K. 6) 
.214MANUt- .024MANUt-1 - .067TOTEMt-1 
(3.14) (.158) (.188) 
s= .012 SSE= .002 OW= 2.25 
NOMAN= .029 
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TOTEHt*= .0002 + .275NANUt + .715NONAHUt 
(.444) (138.2) (103.7} 
R2oLs= .99 s= .0001 SSE= .000002 DW=1.58 
* F3,7= 56326 n= 10 TOTEM= .062 p= -.342095 
(S.2) 
* fvlhNUt = .010 + 
(.609) 
R2oL.s= .60 
F1 , 8= 14.7 
.091BHANUt 
(4.30) 
s= • 0 46 
n= 10 
B~U\NUt*= 2.21 - 2.05EWt 
(2.70) (.652) 
R2oLs= .46 s~ .420 
F3,6~32.8 n= 10 
SSE= .021 
* MANU = .053 
( s. 3) 
- 8. 05Df.ihNUt 
(3 • .52) 
SSE= l•77 
Bl•1ANU = • 520 
(S.4) 
V.l-\.M.BRt= -. 025 + • 777VAt + • 040GMEPFt 
m..,r= 1. 4 4 
p= -.344258 
- 34. 95NDIPCt 
(1.50) 
D'il= l. 23 
p= -.479646 
(1.20) (4.63) (1.74) 
R22sLs= .73 s= .059 SSE= .028 DW= 1.60 
n=:: 10 VAMHR= • 016 
(8.5) 
VAt= .993 + .0002MANUt + .068CEt 
(.008) (2.63) (2.07) 
R22sLs= .58 s= .085 SSE= .058 
n= 10 VA= .054 
NOMANt*= -.0005 -
( l. 01) 
1~2oLS= • 99 s= 
F3,5= 16318 n= 
(S.6) 
• 388HANUt + • 006MANUt-1 + l. 40TOTEHt-1 
(65.8) (2.16} (91.9) 
.0006 SSE= .000003 D\V"= .674 
10 NOMAN*= .048 p= -.479646 
Corr2ction for autocorrelation. 
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TABLE V (Continued) 
t-values: Absolute value of estimated t-statistic are given 
below their respective coefficients. 
R22SLS: Coefficient of determination for 2SLS estimator. 
R2oLs: Coefficient of determination adjusted for degrees 
of freedom for OLS estimator. 
s: Standard error of the estimate. 
SSE: Residual sum squared. 
DW: Durbin--viatscn statistic. 
Fn,k: F-statistic with n,k degrees of freedom. 
n: Number of observations. 
TO'l'EH, r'lANU, •.• : average value of dependent variable. 
p: Coefficient(s} of autocorrelation. 
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The coefficients of the remaining variables of the 
model have r,lixed results. Only the coefficients of MANU, 
NONf'lAN, MI:~ and 1 AGE in (C.l) are significant and positive 
as expected; the remaining variables are insignificant. 
To understand the quantitative properties of the model, 
consider a one p::rcentage point increase in the growth rate 
of export-related employment, other things equal. From 
(C.2} this results in a 6.1 (1 x .061 x 100) percentage 
point increase in the growth rate of manufacturing 
employment. From {C.l) this causes a 1.5 (.246 x .061 x 
100) percentage point increase in the growth rate of total 
employment, and from (C.S) a 10.4 (.061 x 1.72 xlOO) percen-
tage point incr~ase in the growth rate of value-added. The 
increase growth of value-added leads to a 7.7 (.104 x .741 x 
100) percentage point increase in the growth rate of labor 
productivity in (C.4). From (C.3) a 6.1 (.077 x 7.93 x 100) 
percentage point further increase in the growth of export-
related employ~ent. This completes the first round of the 
cumulative growch process in the manufacturing sector. The 
affect on the g::-owth ra. te of nonmanufacturing employr<1ent can 
be calculated by substituting into (C. 6) the values for. 
MANUt (.061 x .610), 1"'.ANUt-l (.061), and TOTE~1t-l (.015) to 
obtain a 0.29 ;:ercentage point incrP.ase in its growth rate. 
The stable growth path for TOTEM ensures that eventually 
this process st::.::::;ps. Since the one percentage point change 
in BMANU res~l~~d in a 1.5· percentase point change in TOTEM, 
this is-equivalent to an export-base multiplier of 1.5. 
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!Jichigan. The results for Michigan do not satisfy the 
preconditions for cumulative growth in the manufacturing 
sector. The coefficient of E\'l does not have its hypothe-
sized sign. Its insignificunt coefficient indicates that 
the efficiency wage fails to operate as hypothesized by the 
cumulative causation thesis. The Verdoorn coefficient in 
(M.4) has the hypothesized sign which is significant at the 
one percent level. BMANU's coefficient in (M.2) also has 
the hypothesized sign and it is significant at the one per-
cent level. The coefficient of HANU in equation (M. 5) is 
positive at the one percent level as expected. 
In (M.6) the results concerning crowding-out are mixed. 
Although the coefficient of MliNU is insignificant, its nega-
tive value does give some indication of the crowding-out 
effect. To the extent this occurs, it will be short-lived, 
since the co2fficient o£ lagged HANU is positive, signifi-
cant_ at the one percent level, and of greater magnitude. 
Its magnitude also exceeds the negative and significant 
coefficient of lagged TOTEM suggesting that lagged HANU 
growth can offset the retarding effects of lagged TOTEM on 
NOt-'iAN. 
The stability condition for the cumulative growth of 
TO'l'Er1 is not sa tis£ ied. The calculated coef f ic ien t (-. 7 3 3) 
indicates a nonexplosive oscillating growth path for TOTEM. 
::;:n addition to these findings, the coefficients of 
MANU, NOMAN, and AGB are significantly positive in equation 
(1-1.1). 'l'he coefficient of (~i!E:P, in (N.4), is also 
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significant at the one percent level. 
Missouri. The conditions for cUinula ti ve ':Jrowth in the 
manufacturing sector and in total ernploynent do not hold 
for Missouri. The failure is due to the poor performance of 
export-base theory. BMANU's coefficient in (M.2} is nega-
tive contrary to its hypothesized sign, but it is insignif-
icant. The Verdoorn and efficiency wage coefficients in 
(M.4) and (M.3), respectively, ar~ both siynificant at least 
at the ten percent level and have their hypothesized signs. 
One possible explanation for the insignificance of BMANU as 
an explanatory variablt; is the downward bias introduced by 
the location quotient. 
Crowding-out of nonmanufacturing employment by the 
growth of manufacturing is not indicated by (Ho.6). The 
estimated coefficients of HANU and lagged HAND are both 
significant and positive. It appears that the lagged TOTEM 
retards Not-tAN, but it is not significant for a two-tailed 
test. 
The stability coefficient (-.3649) implies a nonexplo-
sive but oscillating growth path of 'l'OTEH. Thus, the 
stability condition is not satisfied. 
In (Mu.l) HANU, NOHAN, and AGE are significant and 
have the expected sisns. However, !"liN is significant at the 
ten percent level and as a negative sign contrary to 
expectations. The positive coefficient for la~Jged PIPC 1n 
(Mo.2) indicates that Missouri's manufacturing goods are 
normal goods uit11 respect to la':}ged PIPC. m1T>NU in (No.3) 
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is a significant explanatory variable of BMANU. Its 
positive coefficient could be due to a smaller rate of price 
increase rcla ti ve to the national average for Hissouri' s 
manufacturing exports, :cesul ting in an increase in the 
exports of these goods. Finally, population growth rates 
are a significant explanatory variable for NOHAN in (Mo.6). 
Oklahoma. The statistical findings for Oklahoma do not 
support the cumulative growth process because the efficiency 
wage is not a meaningful explanatory variable. In (0. 3) the 
coefficient of EW is insignificant and its sign contradicts 
the hypothesized sign. The remaining endogenous variables 
of the cumulative growth process in the manufacturing sector 
perform acceptably. The Verdoorn coefficient in (0.4) is 
significant at the one percent level. As expected, the 
coefficient of HANU is significant in equation (0.5). 
Turning to the nonmanufac turing sec tor, ( o. 6) indicates 
a complementary relationship between employment growth in 
the nonmanufacturing and manufacturing sectors. The coef-
ficients of HANU and lagged Hl-\NU are both positive; the 
former is significant and the latter is insignificant. 
Lagged TOTEM is not a significant explanatory variable, nor 
does its sign indicate crowding-out. 
The stability coefficient (.1735) indicates a stable 
growth path of TOTEM. Oklahoma's model does not satisfy the 
stability conditions for cumulative growth. 
Of the remainins Vdriabl~s, only those of (O.l) prove 
to be si.gnificant. 'l';1e coefficients of l•lAlJU, NOi•lAN, MIN, 
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and AGE are both positive and significant at the one percent 
levs~ as expected. 
?exas. The results for Texas resemble Oklahoma's with 
rega :·.is to the preconditions for the cumulative growth 
beca :_: se the efficiency \vage is positive in ( •r. 3). The 
Verd~0rn effect is significant, so is BMANU in (T.2), and 
MANU in (T.S). These three variables have the hypothesized 
sign t.ha t satisfy the preconditions for cumulative growth. 
':'he coefficients in ('r.6) do not indicate the 
cro· • .- ... '.:ing-out of nonmanufacturing employment by manufacturing 
empL: .:·ment. The positive signs of I•LZ\.NU and lagged HANU 
sugy~st a complementary relationship, but neither variable 
is s:~nificant. The negative coefficient of lagged TOTEM is 
sign~~icant at the ten percent level indicating it retards 
nonr;'.,;:_:: u fac turing employment. 
:;·he stab i1 i ty condition for cumulative growth does not 
hold ·::or Texas. The calculated stability coefficient 
(-.4S~) indicates an nonexplosive oscillating growth path 
for ':'..:::TEM. 
:ne OLS estimate of (T.l) has all its explanatory 
varL~:- les significant. GHEPF in (T. 4) is the only other 
rema:~ing significant variable. Its negative coefficient 
does -:ot indicate significant internal economies of scale. 
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Detroit. The findings for Detroit support the pre-
conditions for cumulative growth in the manufacturing 
sector. The efficiency wage and Verdoorn coefficients have 
the hypothesized signs at the five percent level in (0.3) 
and (D.4), respectively. BHANU is significant at the ten 
percent level in (D.2), and it has the hypothesized sign. 
In (D.S) the coefficient of MANU has the expected positive 
sign at the one percent level. 
A complementary relationship rather than cro\vding-out 
is indicated by (D. 6) . The coeff ic ien ts of f"'".ANU and lagged 
MANU are both positive with the latter coefficient signifi-
cant and the former coefficient insignificant. However, 
lagged TOT8M is significant at the one percent level indi-
cating that it retards NOHAN. This can be offset by lagged 
MANU because the magnitude of its coefficient exceeds lagged 
TOTEM's coefficient. 
_The stability coefficient (-.057) indicates nonexplo-
sive oscillating growth for TOTEM. Tne stability condition 
is not satisfied for cumulative growth. 
In ( D.l) the coefficients of r1l\.NU and Not·1AN are both 
significant and positive as expected. Of the remaining . 
predetermined variables, the coefficients of NDIPC in (D.3) 
and GMEPF in (D.4) prove to be significant. The positive 
sign for NDIPC's suggests that Detroit's manufacturing goods 
are normal goods. The negative coefficient for GMEPF does 
not giv2 evidence of internal scale economies. 
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Houston. An examination of the coefficient for 
Houston shows that the cumulative growth endogenous mecha-
nisms are present, but the preconditions for cumulative 
growth are not satisfied. The Verdoorn effect and effi-
ciency wage are significant at the five percent level in 
(H.4) and (H.3), respectively. The coefficient of BMANU is 
not statistically significant in equation (H.2)~ although, 
it has the correct sign. MANU in (H.S) is insignificant and 
does not have the hypothesized sign. In fact (H.S) performs 
poorly as shown by the low value of the F-statistic. Thus, 
in a statistical sense, changes in the growth rate of 
export-related employment does not change the growth rate of 
manufacturing employment, and, thus, the growth rate of out-
put in manufacturing does not change. 
In (H.6) none of the explanatory variables are signifi-
cant so the equation yields no statistical evidence of 
crowding-out. The poor performanc~ of (H.6) may be due to 
multicollinearity between its explanatory variables. 
Explosive growth is not indicated by the findings. The 
stability coefficent (.310) indicates a convergent growth 
path for TO'l'EM. 
The variables NOHAN and HANU are significant in (H.l). 
Of the remaining variables only DMANU is significant at the 
ten percent level. In general this model of cumulative 
growth does not explain the growth of employment in Houston. 
,Jup.l..in. TlH-..:n.: are inciicatiGns of tbe cumulative growth 
process for Joplin, but they are not statistically 
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significant. The efficiency wage is not a significant 
explanatory variable of BMANU in (J.3), although its coef-
ficient has the expected sign. The Verdoorn coefficient 
proves to be positive and significant in (J.4). MANU per-
forms adequately in (J.S) since it has the hypothesized sign 
and is significant at the one percent level. As 
hypothesized, BAMU is positive and significant in (J.2) 
indicating that it explains some of the growth in 
manufacturing employment. 
In (J.6) none of the variables are significant. The 
equation does not provide any information about crowding-out. 
The stability condition does not indicate cumulative 
growth. The stability coefficient is -.360 indicating 
nonexplosive oscillating disequilibrium adjustments for 
TOTEM. 
All variables of (J.l) are significant and positive. Of 
the .remaining predetermined variables only the coefficient of 
CE in (J.S) is significant at tl1e five percent level, and 
its positive sign is expected. 
Kansas Cit:_y. Tl1e preconditions for cunulative growth 
are not satisfied for Kansas City because the efficiency wage 
in {K.3) and BMANU in (K.2) have signs contrary to their 
hypothesized signs. They are, however, insignificant explan-
atory variables. 'rile Ven1oo1:n effect in (K. 4) is significant. 
MANU is a significant explanatory variable in (K.S). 
'l'h<:~ positive (·.JH.J ~::it]ld.i:lc;;mt coefficient of HArm in 
{K.6) indicates a comp1emcntary relationship between MANU and 
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NOHANU. The re;nai ning variables of this equation are 
insignificant, but their signs sug(Jest they have a tendency 
to retard NOHAN. 
The findings do not satisfy the stability condition for 
cumulative growth. The stability coefficient is -.051 indi-
cating a nonexplosive oscillating growth path for TOTEi'1. 
The positive and significant coefficients of MANU, 
Nm1AN 1 and HIN in ( K.l) are expected. The Iaodel' s remaining 
predetermined variables are not significant. 
Springfield. An examination of the preconditions for 
cumulative grov-1th in the manufacturing sector once again 
reveals the failure of BNANU to respond to changes in the 
efficiency wage in (S.3). Except for this finding, the 
model of cw~ulative growth in TOTEM performs satisfactorily. 
The estimated Verdoorn coefficient is significant in (S.4). 
In (S.2) export-base theory is supported by the positive and 
significant coefficient of BMANU. Th€ simple production 
function specification of (S.5) proves to be statistically 
acceptable with both explanatory variables being significant 
at the five percent level. 
Regarding crowding-out, MANU's coefficient in (S.6) 
indicates its presence. However, it will be short-lived 
since the coefficient of lagged MANU is significant and 
positive. Furthermore, the significant and positive coef-
ficient of lagged TOTEM implies that it also offsets and 
statistic indicates the presence of positive 
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serial-correlation even after the correction for autocorre-
lation so these findings must be interpreted cautiously. 
The calculated stability coefficient is 1.003 indi-
cating an explosive growth path for TOTEM. Thus, the 
findings satisfy the stability condition for the cumulative 
growth of TOTEM. 
The explanatory variables of (S.l) are significant. 
DMANU is also significant with expected sign in {S.3). The 
remaining pre6etermined variables are not significant. 
Summary of Findings 
Table VI summarizes the signs and the statistical 
significance of the relevant variables of this analysis. In 
six of the regressions (California, Missouri, Detroit, 
Houston, Joplin, and Springfield), the efficiency wage and 
the Verdoorn effect had the signs predicted by the precon-
ditions that imply the existence of the endogenous cumula-
tive growth mechanisms in the manufacturing sector. For 
four of these estimates (California, Missouri, Detroit, and 
Houston) , the coefficients were significant. In the 
remaining regressions the export-related employment did not 
respond to the efficiency wage as hypothesized. The trigger 
mechanism failed to operate as postulated in two cases 
(Missouri and Kansas City). No coefficients had sig-
nificant signs that contradicted the hypothesized signs of 
the precondition~:;. The r.jrovith rate of manufacturing 
employment wa~ found to be a positive explanatory variable 
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TABLE VI 
SUMMARY OF SIGNS AND STATISTICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF THE 
RELEVANT COEFFICIEWr IN THE HODEL OF CUHULATIVE 
GROWTH IN EMPLOYMENT 
EXPLANATORY VARIABLE 
MANU BMANU EW VA HANU MANUt-1 TOTEHt-1 GHEPF CE sc 
EQUATION NUi'lBER IN TABLE v 
5 2 3 4 6 6 6 4 5 
EXPECTED SIGN 
+ + + + + + + + - - -
CA. + + + + _+ ++ _+ .077 
MI. + + ++ + _+ + _+ -.773 
MO. + _+ + + + _+ + ++ -.364 
OK. ++ + ++ + + ++ ++ ++ ++ .173 
TX. + + ++ + ++ + _+ _+ -.499 
DE. + + + ++ + -+ -.057 
HO. +' ++ + ++ _+ +r ++ ++ .310 
JO. ++ + + + ++ _+ _+ ++ + -.360 
KC. + _+ ++ + + + + ++ ++ -.051 
SP. + + _+ + ++ + + + 1.003 
+: Coefficient positive and significant at the 10 percent 
level. 
-: Coefficient negative and significant at the 10 percent 
level. 
++: Coefficient positive and insignificant at the 10 percent 
level. 
_+. Coeft1cient rH::::J·3 t i ve anc"J j~ l1 s i y n !. E i c.··.::. {1 t <'It tr·1e 10 percent . 
level. 
SC: Stability coefficient. 
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of -::he growth rate of value-added in all estimates except 
Therefore, cumulative growth in the manufacturing 
sec :·,")r is a possibility, but in genera 1 the cumulative 
g rc1, ::.:1 process does not appear to be significant. 
The failure of a general realization of the cumulative 
g rev., t:h process in rnanufac turing was due to the poor perfor-
manc·e of the trigger mechanism and the efficiency wage. The 
Ver·:::)orn effect ~vas positive and significant in every 
est .. :nate. 
The crowding-out of nonmanufacturing employment by the 
grn .. th of manufacturing employment was not evident. Only in 
;..v.·c :?stimates {Hichigan and Springfield) were there any 
in:::: .. cation of crowding-out by the growth of contemporary 
man '· t:ac turing employment, and this ef feet was significant in 
jus: one case (Springfield). In the remaining eight 
est . r • .~a tes the growth of contemporary manufacturing and non-
man·,;.f:acturing employment had a complementary relationship. 
In :·our cases (California, Missouri, Oklahoma, and Kansas 
Cit~.') this relationship proved to be significant. Lagged 
rna:: _.fact~:~ring employr.1ent growth had a complementary rela-
tic,nship with the growth rate of nonmanufacturing in six 
res:-essions (Michigan, Missouri, Oklahoma, Texas, Detroit, 
and Springfield), and four of tl1ese relationships (Michigan, 
Mis~ouri, Texas, and Detroit) were significant. 
Crchrding-out of nonmanufacturing employment by lagged manu-
fa\::' rin9 employ;:lent groHth \laS not found to be ~~ignificant. 
Although crowding-out i:roJ,t the uanufa.cturing sector 
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does not appear important, lag9ed total employment growth 
did in a number of regressions retard nonmanufacturing 
employment growth. A significant inverse relationship was 
found in three regressions (Michigan, Texas, and Detroit), 
and in three other regressions (Missouri, Joplin, and 
Kansas City) the inverse relationship was insignificant. A 
positive and significant relationship was found in one 
estimates (Springfield). If lagged total employment is 
interpreted as a measure of the tightness of the labor 
market, i.e., increasing growth rates in lagged TOTEM indi-
cating a tighter labot- market, other things equal 1 then the 
predominance of the inverse relationship supports.Kaldor's 
(1966, 1970) contention that a labor sup~ly constraint pre-
vents the realization of the cuhlulative growth. 
The stability condition for cu1t1ulative growth held in 
one regression (Springfield). The remaining calculated sta-
bility coefficients indicated a convergent or nonexplosive 
but oscillating growth path for the growth rate of total 
employment. The fact that the estimated coefficient of 
lagged TOTEM proved to be negative a majority of the time 
while the estimated coefficient of NOMAN proved to always be 
positive accounts for the nonexplosive oscillating growth 
path. 
The performance of the variable GMEPF was not satisfac-
tory. It was significant in two regressions (Michigan and 
Detroit), and in both case~ the negative sign did not give 
any indicat1on of internal econoHlies of scale. Perhaps the 
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Verdoorn effect picked up the internal economies of scale, 
since value-added is also a measure of size. 
The performance of the explanatory variables in the 
neoclassical production function were mixed. MANU was an 
acceptable explanatory variable. The capital input variable 
(CE) was significantly postive in only two regressions 
(Joplin and Springfield). As a consequence of this 
variable's poor performance, tne production ·function results 
are not satisfactory. 'This does HOt suggest that in general 
the production function spec if ica tion vias a misspec-
ification of the determinants of the growth rate of output, 
:,ut it does indicate tbat the grmJth rate of new plant and 
equipment expenditures is not a desirable measure of the 
growth rate of the capital input. This could be due to the 
inability of the variable to account for the rate of utili-
zation for the existing capital stock and differences in 
the vintage of the capital stock. Hha t is important for 
this study, however, is the relationship betv1een the growth 
rates in manufacturing employr.1ent and value-added. In 
regards to this relationship, the production function speci-
fication was adequate. 
Summary and Conclusion 
This chapter was concerned with the empirical analysis 
of the cumulative causation thesis anc1 its validity as a 
theory of re(_.lionC<l (jrowtll. · !'. model \var.; developed to test 
foi:- the cu~ttula t ive s r.o~v th proces~> in tiw raanufac turing 
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sector .:;nd cumulative growth in total employment. Two-stage 
least ·uares regressions were performed on the model using 
time s ,· -:_- i.es from a sample of five states and five urban 
areas. ~'111en deemed necessary, Cochrane-Orcutt trans for-
ma tior:;;. of the model's equa tiO!l.S were estimated with either 
a 2SLS ~r an OLS estimator. 
T::,e findings of the regressions do not simultaneously 
satis:. the necessary or sufficient conditions for cumula-
tive s~2wth. The preconditions for cumulative growth held 
at the: ~en percent level of significance in two of the ten 
modeL3. The basic reasons for the models not satisfying the 
2r~co0~itions were the failures of the trigger and effi-
e iency "''age mechanisms to operate as hypothesi zed. The 
Verdoc :·:1 ef feet proved to be significant at the ten percent 
level ~~ every estimate. 
T~e stability condition for cumulative growth was 
satisf~ed in one of the ten models. This latter finding, 
howeve: r is subject to a bias due to the presence of 
serial.- .:::orrela tion. 
s-:- -:_-~ng field's fin dings gu ve the strongest indication of 
the cun•.lla ti ve growth process. These findings satisfy the 
condi~~~ns for cumulative growth, but the preconditions were 
not s': __ , ::istically significant. The acceptance of 
Sprins~ 1eld as indicating the validity of the cumulative 
causat_2n thesis requires accepting a probability of a Type 
II cr:·:~ equal to 53 percent. This is the probability of 
accep: -·. 9 this c umula ti ve causation model as a valid theory 
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of regional grmvth, when in fact it is not. Deeming this an 
excessive risk, the cumulative causation thesis as postu-
lated by the model of this study cannot be accepted as a 
statistically valid explanation of the regional growth for 
the sample areas of this study. 
The different point estimates of the structural param-
eters of the model means the economies of the sample space 
have different equilibrium growth rates. Therefore, the 
model of cumulative employment growth had the capability to 
explain interregional variation in economic activity. 
CHAP'l'ER V 
SDr'·'lM.ARY, CONCLUSIONS , AND 
FUR'rHER RESEARCH 
Summary 
This study tested whether the cumulative causation thesis 
suggested by Myrdal (1957), extended by Kaldor (1970), and 
Dixon and Thirlwall (1975) constituted a meaningful theory 
of regional growth. The thesis is in contrast to the tradi-
tional equilibrium models of regional growth since it empha-
sizes dynamic forces which cause cumulative change leading 
to a disequilibrium growth process. However, the theoreti-
cal foundations of the thesis are general because they 
synthesize a number alternative theoretical explanations of 
regional growth. As such, it provid~s an explanation for 
periods of divergent growth in income and factor returns 
across regional econonies. 
The regional growth process postulated by the thesis is 
an endogenous growth process maintained by internal dynamic 
forces in the processing sector. These forces are tl1e 
Verdoorn effect and efficiency wage mechanism. The Verdoorn 
effect is a positive correlation between the scale of the 
activity and the gcowth rate of productivity so that as the 
seale o£ the activity increases so does the growth rate of 
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productivity. The efficiency wage is the ratio of an index 
of money wages to an index of productivity. Given an exog-
enous wage, the growth rate of the efficiency wage will vary 
inversely with respect to changes in the growth rate of pro-
ductivity that are directly related through the Verdoorn 
effect to the changes in the scale of the activity. 
For the cumulative causation model of regional growth 
to be valid, the Vcrdoorn effect and efficiency wage must 
operate as postulated by the model. They are not sufficient 
for cumulative growth, however, since they are not linked to 
the remaining sectors of the economy nor are there mecha-
ni~ms to initiate the cumulative growth process. The thesis 
relies upon exogenous changes in the level of exports of the 
processing sector to trigger the cumulative growth process 
and an income-expenditure multiplier to spread the growth 
process throughout the regional economy. These represent 
the preconditions for cumulative growth. 
•raken together, the preconditions are not sufficient 
for cumulative growth because they do not ensure a disequi-
lib brium growth process. There must be dynamic instability 
in the economies' disequilibrium adjustments so that the 
economy will diverge from its equilibrium growth path. 
The preconditions and the stability condition are 
necessary and su f f ic ien t for cumulative growth. When they 
hold, the cumulative causation thesis is a meaningful theory 
of regional growth. 
In order to test the volidity of the cuwulative 
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causation of regional growth, the study proceeded to deter-
mine whether the necessary and sufficient conditions held in 
a sample of regional and urban economies. Data limitations, 
however, prevented the direct testing of the model using 
output data. Instead, alternative cumulative growth 
variables were used in the construction, estimation, and 
testing of a model in the spirit of the cumulative regional 
growth model. 
The model was essentially an export-base model incor-
porating a cumulative growth process. The cumulative growth 
variable was total employnient. In the model the growth of 
export-related employment in manufacturing determined the 
growth of manufacturing employment which then influenced the 
growth rates of value-add-ed in manufacturing and total 
employment. The major determinants of export-'-related 
employment were the growth r.at~s of the efficiency wage and 
the Verdoorn effectu 
A major issue in this model was the role of intersector 
employment flows. Since in the model's initial phase the 
cumulative growth process relied upon export-led growth, an 
inflow of resources to sustain the growth process was 
necessary so that the full employment constraint could 
be circumvented. If the inflow did not materialize, the 
growth in the export sector would be at the expense of the 
other sectors of the economy. In effect, the growth of the 
export sector would be croqding-out the growth in the other 
sectors. The model &llowed for the possibility of the 
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crowding-out of nonmanufacturing employment by current and 
the previous periods' manufacturing employment while 
controlling for population growth and total employment 
growth. The absence of crowding-out was an additional pre-
condition for the cumulative growth process. 
The model was estimated using time series from a sample 
of five statE~s and five urban areas with a two-stage least 
squares estir..tator. ~<Jhen deemed necessary, the Cochrane-
Orcutt transformation of the equation \vas estimated by a 
two-stage least squares or an ordinary least squares 
estirna tor. 
Conclusions 
The primary conclusion of this study was that the cumu-
lative causation model of regional growth did not represent 
a valid theory of regional grov;th with regards to sample 
space. The necessary and sufficient conditions for cumula-
tive gro·wth in employment were not satisfied in the 
regression study. 
The regression findings indicated differences in the 
values of the parameters determining the equilibrium gro.wth 
rate total employment. 'l'here vms variation in the growth 
rate of economic activity in the sample space of this study. 
Therefore, the cumu1a ti ve growth model had the capability to 
exp1a:..!1 differences in equilibrium growth rates even though 




The preconditions held statistically in two of the ten 
estimates, and in two other es tiwa tes the coeff ic ien ts had 
the signs which satisfied the preconditions. When the pre-
conditions did not hold, it was generally due to the failure 
of the efficiency wage or the trigger mechanism. One expla-
nation for the performance of the trigger mechanism was due 
to the bias introduced into the calculation of 
export-related employment using the location quotient. The 
location quotient estimates net rather than gross exports so 
that it underestimates the true level of exports. The 
failure of the efficiency wage to be a significant explana-
tory variable indicates that export-related employment did 
respond to its changes as hypothesized by the model. In all 
estimates the Verdocrn effect was statistically significant. 
The growth rate of manufacturing employment was found to be 
a positive explanatory variable of ·the grO\vth rate of value-
added in all estimates. 
The stability condition for cumulative growth held in 
only one estimate. The equilibrium growth path for the 
grovJth rate of total employment in Springfield, Missouri, 
was explosive. In the remaininy estimations the disequi-
librium adjustments converged to the equilibrium growth rate 
model wc:s not present. 
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Crowding-out 
In general the findings indicated a complementary 
rather than a crowding-out relationship between the growth 
of nonmanufacturing employment and the growth of current and 
lagged manufacturing employment. Lagged total employment 
growth did retard the growth of nonmanufacturing employment 
in a number of estimates. This finding gives support to the 
contention that a labor supply constraint prevents the 
realization of the cumulative growth process. 
Qualifications 
Why are the findings of this study not supportive of 
the general realization of the cumulative growth process? A 
number of reasons can be cited: 
1. It should be recognized that the conditions for 
cumulative growth are restrictive. ~>Jhen the Verdoorn effect 
and effie iency wage are considered in isolation, the signs 
of the coefficient are correct in six regressions so that 
rising growth rates of output induce higher labor produc-
tivity w~ich reduces the efficiency vlage. 
2. Fiscal redistribution and equalization policy 
during the period of the study may have offset the divergent 
tendencies of the cumulative growth process. 
3. The use of value-added as a cumulative growth 
variable limited the analysis to the manufacturing sector. 
Cmnulative fjro·,vth in output of the othe:c sectors of the 
econowy could be present even though it was not indica ted in 
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the manufacturing sector. 
Further Research 
There is adequate evidence of the cumulative growth 
process, in particular the endogenous mechanisms, to warrant 
further research on this topic. The model and data used in 
this study can be refined and modified in a number of 
directions for futher research. This includes: 
1. Construction of a time series of regional output 
data by sector so that it can be used as a substitute for 
the employment variables in the model of cumulative growth 
•...) f ·to ta 1 employment. 
2. A study of the determinants of ·the Verdoorn 
effect. This can include investigating the impacts of 
capital formation and technological progress on the magni-
tude of the Verdoorn effect. 
3. A study of why the efficiency wage and 
export-related employment failed to operate as hypothesized. 
This research can include the spacifying of an endogenous 
wage var~able and a l'_·egional labor market. The labor demand 
can be derived from a neoclassical production function. The 
labor supply specifications can include the determinants of 
the natural increases in the labor force as well as net 
migration. 
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THE DYNAMIC COMPARATIVE STATIC PROPERTIES 
OF THE EQUILIBRIUM GROWTH RATE OF OUTPUT 
The model of cumulative growth to be analyzed has the 
structural equations 
(A.l) 
Pdt = Wt- rt, (A. 3) 
rt = ra + A1gt +;l2vt (ra>O, Al>O,~<O), (A. 4) 
Vt = gt- kt, (A. 5) 
kt = h~t' (A. 6) 
dt = dl + d2Xt + d3nt ( dl > 0' d2 0' dJ> 0). (A. 7) 
The derivation of the reduced-form equation for the 
growth rate of output, gt, requires a number of 
substitutions. First, substitute equations (A.6), (A.S), 
and (A.S) into (A.4). The substitution yields 
where 
rt = ra + A1gt + ).2(gt - kt)' 
= ra + A1gt + A2(gt- It>' 
= ra + (Al + A2(l - h) )gt, 




Next, substitute equations (A. 8) and (A. 3) into (A.2) to 
obtain 
Xt = el + e2(wt- rt} + e3Pft + e4 2 t' 
= e1 + e2(wt - (ra + .139t)) + e3Pft + e4 2 t, 
or 
Now, substituting (A.9) into (A.7) yields 
dt = d1 + d2Ce1 + e2wt- e2ra- e2A39t + e3Pft + 
+ e4zt) + d3nt, 
(A. 9) 
(A.lO) 
Finally, the reduced- for:m equation for the growth rate of 
output is found by substituting (A.9) and (A.lO) into 
(A.l). Thus, 
9t = a1 + a2(e1 + e2ra + e2wt- e2..1.39t + e3Pft +e4zt) + 
+ a3(d1 + d2e1 + d2e2\vt- d2e2ra- d2e2..l.39t + 
d2e3Pft + d2e4zt .+ d::;nt), 
and after simplification 
9t = , (A.ll) 
1 + cs 
where 
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co = al + a2el + a3dl + a3d2el + (a2e2 - a3d2e2)ra, 
cl = e2(a2 + a 3 d2 ) , 
c2 = e3(a2 + a 3 dz) ' 
c3 = e4 (a2 + a 3 d2 ) , 
c4 = a3d3, 
cs = e2 A3 (a2 + a 3 d2). 
The equilibrium growth rate, 9e' is given by 
9e = 
co + clwt + CzPft + c3zt + c4nt 
1 + cs 
(A.l2) 
for cs + -1. 
The reduced-form equations of the structural equations 
are derived by substituting (A.ll) into (A.8)- (A.lO) and 
simplifying. This yields a system of equations, which in 










where [bijJ is a 4x5 matrix of reduced-form coefficients. 
The Dynamic Properties 
By assuning a one-period lag in the response of exports 
to its dctr-::r1.1in,~nts, a ciynamic analysis of the ;.1odel is 
possible. This assumption allows equation (A.ll) to be 
written as 
or 
9t + c5gt-l = co + ClWt-1 + C2Pft + 
+ c3zt-l + c4nt-l· 
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(A.l3) 
Equation (A.l3) is a first-order differences equation 
in terms of the growth rate of output. A particular solu-
tion, gp, is found by letting 9p = gt = gt-1 and solving for 
9p• The solution is given by 
gp = 
co + clwt-1 + czPft-1 + c3zt-l + c4nt-l 
1 + cs 
(c5 = -1). 
This is nothing more than the equilibrium growth rate 
lagged one-period. The complementary solution, 9c 1 is found 
by letting 9t = mbt and 9t-l = rnbt-1, then setting equation 
(A.l3) equal to zero, and solving for m and b. Thus, 
or 
b = -c5 , 
and the complementary solution is 
9c = m(-cs)t. 
The general solution to equation (A.l3) is the sum of 
the particular and complementary solutions, so 
Yt - 9p + 9c' 
= 9e + m(-cs)t. 
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The determination of the arbitary constant, m, requires the 
initial condition that 9t = 9o when t = 0. Thus, for t = 0 
9Q = 9e + m, 
or 
m = 90 - 9e• 
Consequently, the growth path of output is given by 
9t = 9e + (go- 9e><-cs)t (A.l4) 
Campara ti ve Static Properties of the 
Equilibrium Growth H.a te 
The comparative static properties of the equilibrium 
growth rate of output given by equation (A.l4) depend upon 
the magnitudes of the stability condition and the crowding-
out coefficient. The first step in the analysis is to deter-
mine the partial derivates of the equilibrium growth path 
with respect to changes in the exog~nous variables. The 













1 + c 5 
l + cs 
c3 







1 + e 2 3(a2 + a3d2) 
e4(a2 + a3dz) ____________________ , 
1 + e2 3(a2 +a3dz) 
a3d3 






The a priori restrictions of the parameters of the 
model imply that the qualitative properties of equations 
(A.l5)-(A • .l8) are determined by the signs of cs and d2• 
Ruling out oscillating explosive growth paths as economical-
ly infeasible implies the additional a priori restriction 
(-cs) > -1. A stable growth path implies, -1 < -cs < 1, 
instability in the growth path implies -cs > 1. 
Therefore, restricting the analysis to a stable growth path 
means the denominators of equations (A.l5)-(A.l8) will be 
positive, i.e. at least -c 5 < 1 or 1 - c 5 >o; thus, 
1 + c 5 > 0. Instability in the growth path means the 
,_:enominators of equo..tions (A.l5)-(A.l8) are ne<Jative, i.eor 
-cs > 1 or 1 + c 5 > 0. 'l'he presence of crowding-out means 
d2 < 0, and its absence means d2 > 0. 
The qualitative property of equation (A.l8) depends 
only on the stability of the growth path since the a priori 
restrictions imply a positive numerator. Thus, the growth 
rate of output will vary directly with changes in the growth 
of rate population, when the growth path is stable, and 
indirectly for an unstable growth path. By assuming a 
stable growth path and a negative crowding-out coefficient 
the qualitative properties of (A.l5) - (A.l7) depend on the 
sign of their respective numerators. Since e 2 < O, the 
numerator of (A.l5) will be positive when ia2 I< la2d3 I. 
In equations (A.l6) and (A.l7), the numerator will be posi-
tive when ja~ I> ja 2 d3 -since e 3 > 0 and e 4 > 0. 
'l'herefm:·e, when there is a stable growth path and a negative 
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crowding-out coefficient, 
~gt > 0 as la2 I < I a3d2 
= I 
~ < 0 as la2 I> I a3d2 
)gt > 0 as la2 I> I a3d2 I 
= I I ~ Pft < 0 as la2 I < I a3d3 
lgt > 0 as la2 I > I a3d2 
~ 
= 
> 0 as la2 I > I a3d2 
A positive crowding-out coefficient and a stable growth 
path implies the numerator of (A.l5) will always be negative 
while the numerators of (A.l6) and (A.l7} will be positive. 
Therefore, the growth rate of output will vary directly with 
changes in the the rates of growth in national income and 
foreign prices. The rate of growth of output will vary 
indirectly with respect to changes in the growth rate of the 
exogenous waCJe. 
When the growth path is not stable, the denominators of 
(A.l5)-(A.l7) will be negative. This means the qualitative 
properties of the growth rate of output with respect to 
exogenous changes will have the opposite signs of their 
counterparts under a stable growth path for various values of 
the crowdin')-out coefficient. 
APPENDIX B 
Identification 
The rank condition of identification is a necessary and 
sufficient condition for the iden':ification of a simultanous 
system of equations. This Appendix develops, informally, the 
identification problem and the rank condition of iden-
tification. The rank condition is then used to determine 
the identity of the equations in the extended model of cumu-
lative (::.1 rowth and the model of cumulative growth of 
employment. 
The I den tif ica tion Problem and the Rank 
Condition of Identification 
Consider a gene~al econometric specification of a 
simultaneous sys tern of equations given by 
YA + XB = E, 
where 
Y: n x L matrix of dependent variables, 
X: n x K matrix of predetermined variables, 
( B .1) 
A, B: L x L and K x L matrices of unknown structural 
parameters respectively, 
E: n x L matrix of disturbance terms, 
n: number of observations, 
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L: number of dependent variables, 
K: number of predetermined variables. 
Futhermore, assume the disturbance terms are normally 
distributed random variables with zero means and constant 
covariance matrix, v. If A is a nonsingular matrix, the 
reduced-forr.l equations are obtained by post multiplying 




The identification problem concerns the conditions 
under which the esth1ated reduced-form parameters, BA-1, and 
their covariance matrix (A')-lvA-1, where A' is the 
transpose matrix of A, can be used to obtain estimates of 
the structural parameters and their covariance matrix. The 
problem results from the simple fact that there are more 
unknm·ms than knovms. Counting the variables shows that 
there a!"e Y2L(2~<: + 3L + 1) unknown parameters and .:Y2L(2K + 2L 
+ 1) knovm parainet.ers (Theil, 1972). There is, thus, an 
excess of L2 unknown parameters. Unless additional 
information is obtained about the L2 unknown parameters, the 
structural parameters cannot be derived from the 
reduced-.foJ:m parameters. However, when an equation excludes 
some of tbe structural parameters included in the other 
equations of: the sys teJn, t.he nu:·i,:JC:r of unknown parameters is 
reduced, and idcntifica tion becomes possible if the rank 
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condition of identification holds. 
The rank condition gives necessary and sufficient con-
ditions for the identification of an equation in terms of 
the number of structural parameters that are excluded from 
the equation but included in the system of equations. 
According to the rank condition of identification, an 
equation is identified when the submatrix formed from the 
coefficients of the excluded endogenous and predetermined 
variables has a rank equal to one less than the number of 
endogenous variables in the system of equations.l 
Identification In The Extended Model Of 
Cumulative Regional Growth 
The extended model of cumulative growth, given by 
equations (4.8)-(4.11), written in the econometric form of a 
simultanous system of equations, given by (B.l), is 
gt 1 0 _)3 0 1 -al -el -ra -dl 
Xt -a2 l 0 -d2 + Wt 0 -el 0 0 
rt 0 e2 l 0 Pft 0 -e3 0 0 
dt a3 0 0 0 Zt 0 0 0 -d3 
nt 
= [ul t U2t uut ust1 
where, from left to right, the first matrix is Y, the second 
matrix is A, the third rna trix is X, the fourth matrix is 
lpor a formal proof of the rank condition of iden-
tificaton, see Theil, H. 1 Princ1ples of Econometrics, 
(1972), pp. 490-493. For an wfCmla.ldiscu.ssion of the 
ranK conoition, see Murphy, J. 1 Jntroductoi:Y 
~conometrics, (1973) 1 pp. 427-435. 
B, 
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and the fifth matrix is E. Since there are four endogenous 
variables in this system, the rank condition of iden-
tifica tion implies that, for each equation of the model to 
be identified, the subma trices formed from the coefficients 
of the excluded endogenous and predetermined variable must 
have a rank of three. 
A simple method of constructing these submatrices is 
shown for equation (4.8). The first columns of A and Bare 
the matrix specification of equation (4.8). A zero in 
either of these columns indicates that an endogenous or pre-
determined variable has been excluded from the equation. 
lhus, strike out the first column in A and Bi then, for 
every zero entry in these columns, the remaining row indi-
cates the excluded variable's coefficients and can be used 
as a row of the subma trix. The subma trix for the equation 
is 
e2 1 0 
-e2 0 0 
-e3 0 0 = sl. 
-e4 0 0 
0 0 -d3 
The rank of s 1 must equal three for identification of 
equation (4.9), i.e. r(Sl) = 3. One way of determining th.e 
rank of a matrix is by transforming the matrix into its 
echelon form by column and row reductions. In the echelon 
form, the number of unit elements on the diagonal corre-
sponds to the nun~bc:r of lineat·ly indc'pendent colurnns and, 
therefore, the rank of the matrix. The echelon form for 
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1 0 0 




0 0 0 
(I 0 0 
so that 
r(S1 ) = 3. 
Therefore, the rank condition of identification for equation 
( 4 • 9 ) is sa tis f i e d. 
For equations (4.9)-(4.11), the submatrices of 
excluded variable's coefficients are respectively 
B 
-~ JJ -a2 1 -d2 1 0 - .,'b a3 0 -a3 0 0 0 e2 l 0 0 , 0 -e2 0 , -a3 0 0 , 
0 -e3 0 0 -e2 0 
0 -e4 0 0 e3 0 
0 0 -d) 0 -e4 0 




l 0 0 1 0 0 
1 0 1 0 0 l 0 
'0 , 0 1 0 , 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
Thus, the rank of each of these submatrices is threei 
therefore, each equation sa tis£ ies the rank condition of 
identification. 
Identification of The Model of Curaula ti ve 
Growth of Employment 
Equation (4.18)-(4.23) written in the form yiven by 
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( B.l) are 
TOTEr1t I 1 0 0 0 0 0 
MANUt -a12 1 0 0 -as2 -a62 
BMANUt 0 ..;.a22 1 0 0 0 + 
VlU>ll:-lRt 0 0 a32 1 0 0 
VAt 0 0 0 -a42 1 0 
NOtv!ANt -a13 0 0 0 0 0 
t 
1 -all -al2 -a13 -a41 -asl -a61 
MINt -a14 0 0 0 0 0 
A GEt -a15 0 0 0 0 0 
PIPCt 0 -a23 0 0 0 0 
NDI?Ct- 0 0 -a33 0 0 0 ... 
0 DJvlANUt 0 0 -a34 0 0 = 
GHEPE-'t 0 0 0 -a43 0 0 
CEt 0 0 0 0 -a 53 0 
Wi"lt 0 0 -a32 0 0 0 
POPt 0 0 0 0 0 -a63 
HANU t-·1 0 0 0 0 0 -a64 
'l'OTEf'lt-1 0 0 0 0 0 -a6 
UJ.tt U2t 1 U3tt U4tt U5tt u6 t l · 
For the rank condition to hold, the rank of the submatrices 
of the excluded endogenous and predetermined variable's 
coefficients must be five. If one examines the submatrices 
of the coefficients of excluded endogenous and predetermined 
variables of the equations and transforms these matrices 
in to their echelon form, then one can verify that the rank 
of all subnatrices are five. Therefore, all equations of 
the system are identified. 
APPENDIX C 
'I'WQ-STAGE LEAST SQUARES ESTIMATES OF THE 
MODEL OF CUHULATIVE GROWTH OF EMPLOYNENT 
The regression findings repo~ted in this Appendix are 
the two-stage least squares estimates of the cumulative 
growth model for \vhich the Durb in-vJa tson statistic indica ted 
serial correlation. The corresponding equations reported 
in Table V have been reestimated to eliminate this problem. 
TOTEMt 
R22SLS 
n = 18 
CALIFORNIA 
= .001 + .245MANUt + .651NO~ffiNt 
(.910) (15.0) {11.3) 
= .99 s = .006 SSE= .00004 
TOTEM= .030 
+ .005MINt + .057AGEt 
(2.84) (5.75) 
DW = 2. 39 
MANOt 
R22SLS 
n = 18 




= .39 s = .137 SSE 
MANU = .016 
= .018 DW = 2.60 
VAt= .026 + 
(1.90) 
R22SLS = .49 
n = 18 
1. 56HANUt -
{2.b7). 




SSE = .046 
MICHIGAN 
DW = 2. 74 
TOTENt= -. 0 005+. 3 46MANU t +. 623NOt1ANUt+. 00 3~HN t +. 086AGEt 
(.541){36.8) (79.2) (.332) (5.42) 
R22SLS = .99 s = .002 SSE= .000006 DW = 1.56 




n = 18 
= -.0346 + 3.05EWt- .391DMANUt 
(.421} (1.23) (.643) 
= .35 s = .150 SSE= .340 
BNANU = .027 
+ 3.58NDIPCt 
(1.46) 








n = 18 
VAMHRt 
"R2 2SLS 
n = 18 
NOMANt 
R22SLS 
n = 17 
TOTEr-1t 
R2 2SLS 
n = 18 
(1.68){.494) (.339) (3.28) (1.77) 
= .50 s = .058 SSE = .047 DW = 1.60 
NOMAN = .033 
MISSOURI 
= -1.23 + 23. 7EWt + 69. 5Di'1ANUt -
(8.68) (.603) (6.16) 
= .75 s = 2.69 SSE= 109.1 
BMANU = 1.01 
= .011 + .SSHVAt- .461Gl\1EPFt 
(1.00) (3.09) (1.24) 
= .33 s = .043 SSE= .030 
VAHHF{ = .030 
13. 9NDIPCt 
(.336) 
DW = 1. 56 
DW = 1.22 
= .014+.296MANUt+.229POPt-.094MANUt-1+.527TOTEMt-l 
(5.03)(8.41) (.792) (2.57) (4.35) 




(.880)(5.14) (6.62) (6.13) (10.2) 
= .98 s = .002 SSE= .00007 DW = 2.19 
TO'rEN = • 020 
VAt = • 042 + 
. (1. 73) 
R22SLS = .15 







SSE = .074 DW = l. 30 
TO'rE!'1t 
R22SLS 
n = 18 
BHANUt 
R22SLS 
n = 18 
TOTEMt_ 
R22SLS 
n = 18 
TEXAS 
= -.0002+.173MANUt+.708NOHANt+.051MINt+.124AGEt 
{.306)(10.2) {79.5) (4.97) (7.38) 
= .99 s = .002 SSE= .00006 DW = 2.38 
TOTEM= .032 
= .094 - • 998EWt - • 687D~IANUt 4.47NDIPCt 
(.824) (.558) {.545) {1.27) 
= .06 s = .225 SSE = .764 DW = • 971 
Bf-lANU = -.025 
DETROIT 
= -.0003 + .202MANUt + .800NOHANt + .027HINt 
(1.85) (4.68) (136.4) (2.46} 
= .99 s = .0007 SSE = .000008 DW = 2.44 
TOTEH = .023 
MANDt= .023 + .492BMANUt 
(1.74) (2.50) 
R22SLS = .20 s = .056 SSE = .055 DW = 1.17 




n = 12 
VAt-iHHt 
R2 2SLS 
n = 12 
HOUS'l'ON 
= -.001 + .2021'-1ANUt + .809NOJ:.1ANt + .018MINt 
(.555) (8.23) (21.3) (1.31) 
.98 s = .001 SSE= .u0002 
'fO'I' Et-1 == • 0 6 0 
= -3.41- 4.11EWt + 14.3DMANUt + 
(.823) (.136) (.398) 
= .04 s = 5.37 SSE= 259.7 
BMANU = -2.17 
= -.013 + .476VAt + .383GMEPFt 
(.953) (3.44) {2.45) 
= .65 s = .030 SSE = .009 
VAMHR = .026 
DW = 1. 33 
• 3 86GHEPF' t 
{.119) 
DW = 1. 47 
DW = 1. 42 
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VAt = • 053 + 
(1.12) 
R22SLS = .01 
n = 12 
.200MANUt + .039CEt 
(.175) (.438) 
s = .071 SSE = .051 
VA= .067 
JOPLIN 
DW = 1.49 
TOTEMt 
R22SLS 
n = 13 
- -.0007 + .254i"1ANUt + • 760NOHANt 
(2.00) (52.4) (72.1) 
- .99 s = .001 SSE = .00001 DW = 1.41 
TOTEL-1 = • 022 
KANSAS CITY 
BMANUt = -.012 - 7. 70E~'Yt + 1. 35DNANUt + 6.63NDIPCt 
(1.41}(.941) (.204) (.260) 
R22SLS -- .003 s = 1. 62 SSE = 36.7 DW = 1.12 
n = 17 BMANU = .313 
SPRINGFIELD 
TOTEMt - .0003 + .276MANUt + .708NOMANt 
(.795) (102.9) (76.7) 
R22SLS - .99 s = .0005 SSE= .000002 DW = 1.32 
n = 10 TOTEM= .046 
MANUt = .010 + .082BMANUt 
(.618) (3.73) 
R22SLS = .57 s = .049 SSE = .022 
n = 10 TOTEM= .039 
BMANUt 
R22SLS 
n = 10 
- 1.68 - 1.44EWt- 8.8lDMANUt-
{2.780 (.433) (2.63) 
- .52 s = .586 SSE = 2.40 
BHANU = .349 
DW = 1. 26 
41.1NDPICt 
(1.82) 
DW = 1.03 
NOMANt 
R22SLS 
n = 10 
-· • 039 + • 09H1ANUt - • 020MANUt-l + .153TOTEMt-1 
(1.91) (.863} (.097) (.288) 
= .09 s = .023 SSE= .003 DW = 2.23 
NOMAN = .049 
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The symbols have the same meanings as in the text which are: 
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t-values: Absolute value of estimated t-statistic are 
given below their respective coefficients, 
R22SLS: Coefficient of determination for 2SLS 
estimator, 
s: Standard error of the estimate, 
SSE: Residual sum squared, 
DW: Durbin-Watson statistic, 
n: Number of observations, 
TOTEM, t1ANU, ••• : average value of dependent variable. 
APPENDIX D 
ENDOGENOUS RATE OF CAPITAL FORMATION 
This appendix explores the possibility that the model 
of cumulative growth in employment is a misspecification 
because of the assumption of an exogenous rate of capital 
formation. A misspecif ied model .17leans that the regression 
results and conclusions are sensitive to an alternative 
- " 
·-;pecification. Thus, one way to determine if there is a 
misspecification due to the model's treatment of the rate of 
capital forma t.ion is to estirna te the model using an en doge-
nous growth rate of the capital stock. Hajor differences in 
the regression findings would then indicate a specification 
error. The findings for these regression are reported for 
California, Detroit, and Springfield. 
When the growth rate of capital is treated as an 
endogenous variable, a structural equation is needed to 
specify its determinants. In the model of cwnulative 
employment growth, the wage rate and cost of capital were 
assumed to be exogenous variables. The growth rates of 
labor and capital then depend on the same set of 
determinants. One specification of the growth rate of capi-
tal is then 
CE •" t -- a + bBMANUt + cPIPCt-1, 
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for California and for the urban areas 
CEt = a + bBMANUt• 
The importance of these specifications are not their 
explanatory powers but the affect on the structural parame-
ters of the model, when treating the growth of capital as an 
endogenous variable. These equations were added to the 
respective state and urban models; and the models were 
estimated using the 2SLS estimator. The findings of these 
estimates are: 
California 
TOTEMt = .001 +.243MANUt+.668NOMANt+.0005MINt+.058AGEt 
(.567)(14.7) (10.8) (2.88) (5.79) 
R2sLs= • 99 s=. 006 SSE= • 0004 m·l= 2. 42 
MANU-t= .025 + .071BNANUt- .078PIPCt-l 
(1.63) (3.02) (.128) 
R2 2sLs= .38 s= .137 SSE= .018 DW= 2.86 
BJ:>'!ANUt = -.448 - 7.55E\vt + l.SOD!>ll\.NUt + 5.03NDIPCt 
(1.98) (1.59) (1.02) (.728) 
R22sLs= .13 s= 1.68 SSE= 2.84 DW= 1.89 
VAMHRt = -.009 + .789Vl~t- .664Gr1EPFt 
(.666) {3.50) (1.50) 
R22SLS= .42 s= .053 SSE= .026 DW= 1.95 
VAt= .073 + 2.19MANUt- .462CEt 
(2.05) {3.06) (1.75) 
R22sLs= .41 s= .06 SSE= .054 DW= 2.59 
NOHANt = .027+.220MANUt+.244POPt-.007MANOt-l+ .102TOTEHt-l 
(1.90)(3,37) (.723) (.044) (2.08) 
R22sLs= .53 s= .038 SS~= .001 UW= 2.08 
CEt = .073 + .187BANUt + .111PICPt-1 
(1.60) (2.75) (.062) 
R22SLS = 04 s= .163 SSE= .159 DW= 2. 55 
DETRO I 'I' 
TOTEMt = -.0004 + .197MANUt + .805NOMANt + .001MINt 
(2.01) (44.9) (135.5) (1.64) 
R22SLS= .99 s= .000006 SSE= .00009 DW= 2.23 
MANDt= .023 + .509BMANUt 
(1.73) (1.35) 
R22 sLs= .20 s= .001 SSE= .025 mv= 1. 92 
BMANUt= -.064 -.831EWt -.066DMANUt + 3.19NDIPCt 
(2.29)(1.68) (3.37) (1.65) 
R2zsLs= .60 s= .002 SSE= .040 DW= 1.65 
·VAMHRt= .015 + .290VAt- l.15Gf1EPFt 
(1.78) (4.67) (2.61) 
R22sLs= .60 s= .001 SSE= .019 DW= l. 94 
VAt= .020 + l.47MANUt- 3.42CEt 
(1.12) (4.32) (.429) 
a2 2sLs= .56 s= .008 SSE= .141 DW= 2. 35 
NOMANt= .035 + .159MANUt + .817MANUt-1- .746TOTEMt-l 
(3.17) (.959) (4.08) (2.82) 
R22SLS= .63 s= .001 SSE= .025 DW= 1.89 
CEt = .095 + l.l9BMANUt 
(1.39) (1.20) 
R 2 2SLS = .10 s= .082 SSE= 1. 40 
SPRINGFIELD 
TOTEMt = .001 + .278MANUt + .692NOMANUt 
DW= 1. 30 
(1.91) (86~4) (62.4) 
R22SLS= .99 s= .0007 SSE=.064 DW=2.23 
MANDt= .008 + .088BM~NUt 
. (.492} (3.96} -
R22sLs= .56 s= .D24 SSE= .004 mv= 2. 24 
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BMANUt = 1.65- 1.13E\'Vt -- 8.67DHANUt- 39.7NDIPCt 
(1.76) (1.24) (2.59) (1.76) 
R2 2SLS= .52 s= .5e4 SSE= 2.39 DW= 1.07 
VAMHRt= -.035 + .931VAt + .lllGMEPFt 
(1.52) (5.19) (.449) 
R2 2sLs= .69 s= .179 SSE= .032 DW= 1 .. 87 
VAt= .003 + .938MANUt + .061CEt 
(.121) (2.47) (1.85) 
R22SLs= .58 s= .086 SSE= .058 DH= 1. 60 
NOMANt = .036- .134HANUt- .035NANUt-l + .186TOTEl1t-l 
(1.76) (1.24) {.344) (.169) 
R22SLS= .06 s= .024 SSE= .004 DW= 2.24 
CEt = .332- .336bMANUt 
(1.08) (.872) 
R22SLS= .001 s= .869 SSE= 6.79 D\'l= 3. 39 
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A comparison of these findings with the 2SLS estimates 
reported in Table V and Appendix C (the estimates not 
corrected for autocorrelation) shows differences quan-
titativeiy but very little difference qualitatively. The 
quantitative differences are due to the exclusion of CE from 
the first-stage regression. The similarity in the qualita-
tive results indicates that the major fii1dings and conclu-
sions of the study are insensitive to the assun1ption 
concerning the nature of the capital stock. 
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